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Report Summary
Between 28/10/11 and 21/11/11, the HinNamNo project engaged Mr. Paul-David
Lutz as “rural income generation consultant”. The aim of the consultancy was to
obtain basic market information and recommendations for the implementation of
income generation activities in HNN project target communities. To this end, a
detailed in-field market survey was conducted, including:
-

-

-

interviews with 9 key government officials from various departments at the
subdistrict, district and provincial levels in Bualapha and Thakhek, aimed at
gaining an understanding of the general socio-economic framework and
identifying constraints and opportunities in the provision of support
services for market actors
participatory village workshops in 5 HNN project target communities, aimed
at assessing the market potential of local produce as well as identifying
constraints and opportunities in supply
interviews with 14 market actors (traders, retailers, companies) both in
Bualapha and Thakhek, aimed at assessing trends in demand for local
produce as well as identifying constraints and opportunities for marketing

As a result, the consultant recommends implementation of income generation
activities in 5 HNN project target communities as follows:
Ban Nongping: establish a bamboo weaving cooperative to produce souvenirs for tourists
Ban Khanyou: establish a bamboo weaving cooperative with Ban-Saang to supply the local
market in Bualapha, further explore the option of corn as a cash crop
Ban Sa-aang: establish a bamboo weaving cooperative with Ban Khanyou to supply the local
market in Bualapha; provide capital (micro-credit) for expanding pig raising to supply the
local markets in Bpaakpanang and Bualapha
Ban Phanob: facilitate a market chain to Thailand for mak dtao fruits; establish a vegetable
garden cooperative to supply the local market in Ban Langkhang
Ban Vangkhon: conduct further market research for key NTFPs (nyakha, maifang and
bposah); hold consultations on forming a cooperative with Ban Phanob for mak dtao fruits;
expand fishponds to supply the local markets in Langkhang and Bualapha

Key constraints identified as currently inhibiting income generation in HNN
project target communities include: lack of accountability, coordination and capacity
in the provision of support services by the public sector; lack of coordination,
specialization, capital, market information, food security and entrepreneurship at the
village level; lack of processing, capital, market information and reliability in supply
on behalf of the private sector, as well as a general lack of adequate access and
infrastructure.
Overall, the consultant suggests the HNN project take a market-based, demanddriven approach to rural income generation, with the goal of building independent,
mutually beneficial and sustainable market linkages between target communities and
the private sector.
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List of Acronyms
App. – Appendix
DAFO – District Agriculture and Forestry Office
DCO – District Commerce Office
giz – Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
ha – hectare
HNN – Hin Nam No
KDP – Khammouane Development Project
kg – kilograms
m³ - cubic metres
NPA – National Protected Area
NTFP – Non-Timber Forest Product
PAFO – Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office
PCIC – Provincial Chamber of Industry and Commerce
STC – Short-term Consultant
SUFORD – Sustainable Forestry and Rural Development Project

Definitions of some key terms as used in this report:
Capacity building: A target intervention designed to strengthen the skills and/or knowledge of a market
actor
Economies of scale: The process by which expansion in the volume of production leads to a reduction in
the unit cost of each item produced
Framework adjustment: A target intervention designed to improve the socio-economic or legal
framework with regards to the production and marketing of a product
Market actor: A person directly involved in bringing a product from initial
harvesting/collection/production to the final consumer, i.e. collectors, producers, processors, traders,
retailers
Market chain: The sum total of all market linkages brining a product from primary producers/collectors to
the final consumer
Market linkage: A node in the market chain; the connection/interaction between two or more market
actors, e.g. an itinerant trader purchasing a product in a village and selling it to a company provides a
market linkage between the village and the company
Spoilage: Loss of produce or value due to market external factors (e.g. crops rotting or wiped out by pests,
livestock killed by disease or flooding)
Target intervention: A measure or set of measures implemented either by a market actor or third party
(e.g. a development project) to strengthen or set up a market linkage or improve the position of a market
actor. There are two general types of target intervention: capacity building, framework adjustment and
technical input.
Technical input: A target intervention providing a physical item to improve the value of a product at one
or more nodes in the value chain (e.g. provision of a machine for better processing, or of cooling facilities
for better storage, or infrastructure for better transport)
Value Chain: A market chain denoting the value added to the product at each market linkage
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Fig. 1: Map of Bualapha District including Hin Nam No Project Target Communities (Courtesy of Mr. Phoui Siksidao, HNN Project)
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1.

Introduction

The Hin Nam No National Protected Area (hereafter HNN NPA) covers an area of
roughly 865 square km². It is situated in the east of Bualapha district in Khammouane
Province, along the border with Vietnam. On the Vietnamese side of the border lies
the Phong Nha-Ke Bàng National Park (covering 857 km²). The Phong Nha-Ke Bàng
National Park was listed as a UNESCO world heritage site in 2003. The Lao
government is aiming to have the HNN NPA listed as a UNESCO world heritage site in
the coming years
The HNN NPA lies along the Annamite mountain range, the traditional watershed
and natural boundary separating the Tai/Lao and Viet cultural spheres. The area is
characterized by karst limestone rock formations with pockets of evergreen forest. It
boasts one of the largest ranges of biodiversity found in the Lao PDR, including
several endangered bird, mammal and amphibious species. 1

Fig. 2: Landscape in the Hin Nam No NPA

There are 22 villages in 4 village clusters (Thongkham, Khanyou, Nongping and
Nongma, see Figure 2) located in the vicinity of the HNN NPA. In total, about 8300
people live in these villages. They belong to 7 different ethnic groups: Phoutai, Tri,
Makong, Kaleung, Yoy, Nguan (Viet) and Salang. These 22 communities are the target
villages for the Hin Nam No project.

1

http://www.tabi.la/articlemapper/resources/NTFP%20Lao%20docs/Livelihoods,%20food%20security,%20soci
al,%20gender%20impacts%20of%20NTFPs/Livelihoods%20and%20NTFPs%20in%20Laos/scrap%20iron%20NTF
Ps%20hin%20nam%20no%20trip%20report.pdf
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No

Village
name

1

Thong Xang

2

Vangmaneu

3

Ban Dou

4

Nong No

Gumban
(village
cluster)
Thong
Kham
Thong
Kham
Thong
Kham
Thong
Kham
Thong
Kham
Thong
Kham
Thong
Kham
Thong
Kham
Kha
Nyou
Kha
Nyou
Kha
Nyou
Kha
Nyou

Khet
(sub
cluster)
Dou

HH

Population

Female

66

350

180

Phouthai or Makong

62

290

159

Phouthai and Salang

88

430

225

Phouthai

53

285

145

Phouthai

51

239

120

Phouthai

98

553

309

Makong, Yoy

92

458

216

Makong, Yoy

29

130

66

Phouthai

57

293

153

Phouthai

156

705

371

Kaleung

133

660

345

Kaleung

56

237

134

Kaleung

52

284

159

Makong, Tri

69

338

143

Nguan (Viet)

48

253

169

96

651

253

Kaleung, Makong
Makong, Tri, Nguan,
Kaleuang

61

326

134

Makong and Tri

72

314

159

Makong

45

307

148

Makong, Tri

72

395

198

Makong, Tri

44

267

143

Makong, Tri

110

561

292

Makong, Tri

TOTAL:
1610
Fig. 3: List of HinNamNo Project target communities

8326

4221

5

Nongseng

6

Nongbua

7

Phanob

8

Vangkhon

9

Seanphan

10

Khanyou

11

Sa-ang

12

Nya-wai
Nya-wet

13
14
15

Dou
Dou
Dou
Lang
kang
Lang
kang,
Lang
kang
Kha
Nyou
Kha
Nyou
Kha
Nyou
Kha
Nyou
Nongping
Nongping

Nongping
Nongping
Nongping
Nongping

Nongping
16

Nongping
Thaplao

17

Thaplao
Nongma,

Ka-I
18

Thaplao
Nongma

Thangbeng
19

Thaplao
Nongma

Namchala
20

Nongma
Nongma

Labouy
21

Nongma
Nongma

Nongma
22

Dou

Nongping
Na Khayom
Thasa-at

Ethnic group/s

Nongma
Nongma
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Integrated Nature Conservation and Sustainable Management of Natural
Resources in the Hin Nam No National Protected Area (hereafter “HNN project”) is a
2.5 year project implemented by the Lao Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF)
through the relevant provincial and district-level Agriculture and Forestry Offices. The
project commenced in April 2011, and is set to conclude at the end of October 2013.
Financial assistance is provided by the German Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (giz). Technical guidance is provided by IP-consult.
The overall aim of the HNN project is to conserve the biodiversity of the Hin Nam
No National Protected Area while improving the livelihoods of the rural population
living in the vicinity of the park. The project has three main components:
1.) Harmonization of the legal and institutional framework for integrated conservation
and development
2.) Strengthening of HNN National Park Area management
3.) Development of income opportunities for local communities

A short term consultant with experience in rural income generation in the Lao
PDR was hired to gather basic information and recommend possible strategies for the
implementation of component 3.).
The consultant was active in Bualapha and Thakhek for 19 working days between
October 28, 2011 and November 21, 2011. The following report summarizes the
implementation and results of this short-term consultancy and provides a first set of
basic recommendations for the implementation of income generation activities in
selected HNN project target communities. It should be noted that both the gathered
data and recommendations are preliminary, as 19 working days are insufficient to
gain a comprehensive picture of the manifold and complex dynamics involved. This
report represents but a tentative first step in the development of income generation
in the HNN project area, and needs to be followed up by further research, analysis
and implementation.
The consultant would like to thank the entire HNN project team for their kind
facilitation and support in executing this short-term consultancy. In particular, the
consultant would like to thank Mr. Sisophon Southijak (HNN National Project
Director), Mr. John Weingart (HNN Senior Advisor) Mr. Khamsay Diengsady (HNN
Forestry and NTFP Advisor), Mr. Sipanom Keovankham (Khammouane PAFO) and Mr.
Vixay Boudavong (Bualapha District Administration) for their great support.
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2. Survey Methodology
The consultant takes a market-based, demand-driven approach to rural income
generation. The main goal in this approach is to ensure sustainability beyond the
conclusion of any project through the building of independent, mutually beneficial
market linkages between different market actors. Ideally, the projects’ role should be
limited to that of honest broker and facilitator, with market actors at every level put
“in the drivers seat” whenever and as soon as possible.
The first step in implementing this approach is an appraisal of existing products,
market chains and market actors, coupled with a general assessment of the socioeconomic situation in the target area. To this end, the consultant and a team of 4
local staff (1 HNN advisor and 3 from government project partners) conducted a 14day survey in Boualapha and Thakhek between 31.10.11 – 16.11.11. The survey
consisted of three main parts, described in the following section.
2.1

Interviews with government officials

In order to gain a basic understanding of the general socio-economic
conditions in which markets actors operate, particularly regarding government rules
and regulations, interviews were conducted with members of relevant government
agencies at the subdistrict, district and provincial levels. The following persons were
interviewed:
Name

Position

Date
Interview
District 31.10.11

1.

Mr. Chanta Phomason

2.

Mr. Kampud Gasiminta

3.
4.

Mr. Somded Kunsidavong
Mrs. Onsee Pedmanisay

5.

Mr. Kamman Sopaseuth

6.

Mr. Duongda Nykhamoun

7.

Mr. Santhisouk Phomvaseng

8.

Mr. Sugan Inthanoulak

9.

Mr. Bounkham Moukdasak

Bualapha
Governor
Head of Bualapha
DCO
Bualapha DCO
Head of Bualapha
LWU
Head of Bualapha
DAFO
Langkhang Subdistrict
Chief
Head
of
Khammouane PAFO
Forest Management
Khammouane PAFO
Forestry Dept.
Head
of
Khammouane PCO

31.10.11

of Contact

31.10.11
01.11.11

020 23332724,
020 98976558
020 55999888
020 22192161

02.11.11

020 55999888

07.11.11

020 58352004

15.11.11

020 22174444

16.11.11

020 55550228,
020 23432666

16.11.11
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Mr. Vixay Boudavong (Bualapha Admin Office), Mr.
Doungda Nykhamoun (Langkhang Subdistrict Head), Mr.
Paul-David Lutz (STC), Mr Khamsay Diengsady (HNN
Project), Mr. Siphanom Keovankham (Khammouane
PAFO)

Mr. Kampud Gasiminta (Bualapha DCO Head), Mr
Khamsay Diengsady (HNN Porject), Mr. Somded
Kunsidavong (Bualapha DCO), Mr Paul-David Lutz (STC),
Mr. Siphanom Keovankham (Khammouane PAFO

Fig. 4: List and selected photographs of the survey team and public sector persons interviewed

2.2

Village Workshops

In order to identify products with potential for income generation, as well as
identify market actors and key constraints in supply, participatory village workshops
were conducted in 5 HNN project communities:
Village

Date

Ban Nongping

02.11.11

Key informants (function)*

Mr. Hongkham Chilinthong (Village Chief), Mr.
Aekham (Deputy Head of Party for Subcluster),
Mrs. Souane (LWU), Mr. Thongdam, Mr. Phonxay,
Mr. Kee, Mrs. Oun
Ban
Khanyou
03.11.11
Mr.
Souai (Village Chief), Mr. Thoun (Deputy
2.
Village Chief), Mr. Eed (Elder), Mrs. Tui (LWU),
Mrs. Nai (LWU), Mr. Thing, Mr. Bounyang, Mr.
Tiang
Ban Sa-aang
04.11.11
Mr. Leu (Village Head), Mr. Pheng (Deputy Village
3.
Head), Mr. Nak (Elder), Mrs. Kham (LWU) Mr.
Bounsavang, Mr. Kong
Ban
Phanob
05.11.11
Mr.
Khamphon (Village Chief), Mr. Khampheng
4.
(Village Elder), Mr. Bounsouane (Deputy Head of
Party for subcluster), Mr. Thong, Mr. Sithong, Mr.
Khamphan, Mrs. Mee, Mr. Li, Mrs. Daeng, Mr.
Khaima, Mr. Chai
Ban
Vangkhon
06.11.11
Mr.
Sitan Chandavon (Village Chief), Mr. Ae
5.
Khammivong (Deputy Village Chief), Mrs. Chanthi
(LWU), Mr. Phadi (Village Police), Mr. Khamsay,
Mr. Khao, Mrs. Nae
Fig. 5: List of village workshops and key informants

1.

*Note: “Key informants” includes only those persons that registered and were listed on the
attendance sheet. While these people were usually at the forefront of discussions, other interested
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persons were of course free to attend and join in. Usually, an additional 5-10 such “unregistered”
persons were present for each meeting.

The appraisals took the form of village workshops, usually lasting about 3 hours
and conducted in the house of the village chief. As the survey coincided with the
height of the rice harvesting season, in which all villagers (except children and the
elderly) participate, the meetings had to be held in the evenings after villagers had
returned from the field, washed and eaten.2 Often the workshops could not start
until 8 pm, and thus lasted until roughly 11pm. This was at times rather tiring for the
particpants, who had a long days’ work behind them, and had to rise before 5am the
next morning to return to the fields. Furthermore, three of the five villages (Ban
Nongping, Ban Khanyou, Ban Phanob) had taken part in an elaborate two-day NTFP
survey conducted by the HNN project just the previous week. Some villagers may
thus have been under “workshop fatigue” or may have perceived the repeated visits
by project staff at this vital time of the year as a nuisance. It is hard to judge the
extent to which this may have affected the value of the data collected, in any case it
is recommended not to engage in such surveying during the rice harvest season.3
The village workshops had several objectives:
1.) to assess to which extent villagers are aware of the value-chain for products within the
village (market knowledge)
2.) to identify and ideally get contact information for traders/middlemen who visit the
village to source products
3.) to identify a set of 3-5 “priority products” which villagers feel have the highest potential
for income generation
4.) to identify general constraints and opportunities for income generation in the
communities

To this end, villagers were asked to gather around two large sheets; a sample
value chain (as a visual stimulus, see App. 5.1) and a “product prioritization table”.
The product prioritization table listed key produce available in the village, usually
about 15-25 items, including key NTFPS, livestock, handicrafts, crops and vegetables.
The product prioritization tables for each village are included in chapter 3.2.
Note: In the 3 villages (Ban Nongping, Ban Khanyou, Ban Phanob) where the NTFP survey had been
conducted the week before, the NTFPs placed on the list were selected based on data collected
during that survey. In the two villages where the previous NTFP survey had not been conducted (Ban
Sa-aang, Ban Vangkhon), the described workshop was preceded by a data-collection exercise in
which villagers were asked to draw a map of the village and surrounding areas where they collect
NTFPs. The map was then “interviewed” to select those NTFPs in that the villagers thought would
have market potential. These were then included in the list along with the other items.

2

The exception to this was Ban Vangkhon, villagers here had been informed of the teams’ arrival the day
before, and the workshop could thus be held in the morning, before villagers went out for the harvest.
3
In the consultants experience, December, January, February and (if access is possible) September/early
October are usually the months where villagers are most likely to have enough spare time to engage in work
with project staff.
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The villagers were asked to go through each item on the product prioritization
table, discussing:
a.) the value chain of the product, i.e. the “journey” of the product from
collection/production to final consumption (or as far as the villagers knew)
b.) key constraints and opportunities regarding supply, demand, technical and social
aspects

Discussions were loosely guided by the STC and HNN project staff, using checklists
for both the value chain analysis and key constraints (App. 5.2 & 5.3). Important
aspects for each product were noted under the respective column (supply, demand,
social, technical) in the product prioritization table. Following the discussion, villagers
were asked to select those products they felt would have the best overall potential
for income generation in their community. This was done through an open communal
vote using roughly 50 pebbles. Participants were asked to divide the pebbles
between the different items on the product prioritization table, with more pebbles
indicating greater potential. Two separate rounds of voting were conducted; one for
demand potential, and one for supply potential. Villagers were thus able to identify
products with strong demand but low supply and vice versa.
Usually, an eminent person in the group (Village Chief or Elder) would make the
first move in placing pebbles, with a discussion ensuing during which the pebbles
were moved and shuffled around by others until general consensus had been
reached.

Voting in Ban Khanyou

Voting in Ban Nongping

Fig. 6: Product Prioritization Voting Procedure

After the two rounds of voting, the results for both supply and
demand were added up for each item, and products ranked according to the sum
total score. The top 3-5 products were identified as potentially the most promising
with regards to income generation, with separate votes on supply and demand also
giving a first hint of where possible support interventions could be targeted.
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2.3 Market Actor Interviews
In order to gain an insight into the general market situation, as well as to
identify key constraints in demand, “rapid market-mapping” interviews were
conducted with market actors both within Bualapha district and in Thakhek. The
following persons were interviewed:
Name

Role

1.

Mr. Lueang

2.

Mr. Somsay

3.
4.

Mrs. Saan
Mrs. Bon

5.

Mr. Jan

6.
7.

Mrs.
Bpabiang
Mr. Bunyoh

Shopowner and Bualapha
trader
Naphanang)
Livestock trader
Bualapha (Ban
Naphanang)
Market vendor
Bualapha Market
Broomgrass trader Bualapha (Ban
Naphanang)
NTFP trader
Bualapha (Ban
Naphanang)
Shopowner
Ban Langkhang

8.
9.
10.

Mr. Tong
Mr. Gon
Mr. Dtagut

11.

13.

Mr.
Sinyueang
Mr.
Siengphan
Mr. Nah

14.

Mrs. Tui

12.

Supervisor
of
Langkhang Market
Livestock trader
Livestock trader
Berberine (Khuea
Haem) and Orchid
Trader
Livestock trader
NTFP trader

Date
interviewed
(Ban 31.10.11

Contact
020 55372863

01.11.11

030 9176671

01.11.11
01.11.11

020 56189222

02.11.11

020 58453661

06.11.11

020 56187844

06.11.11

020 98453199

Ban Langkhang
06.11.11
Ban Langkhang
06.11.11
Bualapha (Ban 07.11.11
Naphanang)

020 58804696

Bualapha (Ban 08.11.11
Thahae)
Thakhek
(Ban 10.11.11
Thakhek Nua)
14.11.11

020 55074705

Ban Langkhang

Shopowner,
Orchid trader
Vieng
Thong Vientiane
Company
(interviewed
salesperson
Thakhek)

Survey of Bualapha market
Survey of Langkhang “thalat nad”
Fig. 7: List of market actors interviewed

15.
16.

Location

15.11.11
in

020 97336420

020 54417300,
020 22325379
020 22326868
020 99993361,
020 55447882
(Vieng
Thong
General
Manager
Mrs.
Khantong
Khamvilaithong)
vthong@laotel.com

01.11.11
07.11.11

Note: The above list includes only those market actors that were available for interview during the
STC. Due to insufficient time and delays in receiving contact information from governmental
departments, not all market actors identified could be interviewed (for a list of outstanding market
actor interviews see chapter 4).
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To structure the interviews, two worksheets were used (App. 5.6 & 5.7):
1.) A “market actor sheet” to “map” the position of the interviewee in the value chain,
e.g. where and for how much does the actor source his produce? How does the actor
add value to the product? To whom and for how much does he sell the product?
2.) A “product potential sheet” to identify key constraints and opportunities in the
market chain, e.g. which products would the interviewee like to trade/sell more of?
What is holding her/him back from doing so?

Fig. 8: Mr. Siphanom Keovankham (Khammouane PAFO) interviewing Mr. Gon (livestock trader in Ban
Langkhang)
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3. Survey Results
3.1 Socio-economic Conditions
3.1.1 Food security
Bualapha district is one of the poorest in the Lao PDR, with 93% of the 77
villages in the district classified as “poor” by the Lao Government. Rice shortages are
common. According to data from the District Agricultural and Forestry Office (DAFO),
a total of 5200 tons of rice were harvested in the district in 2010. With a district
population of roughly 28,000 this equates to about 175 kg per person. The Lao
government defines sufficiency in rice consumption at 360 kg per year. Thus, in 2010,
villages in Bualapha had an average rice deficiency of 185 kg per year (48.6%). This
year, due to severe flooding in large parts of the district, the rice deficiency is
expected to be even more severe.
It should be stressed however that this is an average number; rice deficiency
levels vary greatly between communities. There are villages in the district that are
rice sufficient, and some that are even able to get a surplus out of a good harvest
(including some HNN target villages, see Section 3.3). Furthermore, even within
villages that are rice sufficient on average there may be marked differences between
well-off and poorer households, i.e. a village having overall rice sufficiency may
include households that generate a large surplus as well as households facing severe
rice shortages.
According to the Bualapha DAFO, the main problem is the generally low and
often fluctuating productivity in growing rice. In 2010 rice yields were an average
2.03 tons/ha, down from an all-time high of 2.90 tons/ha in 2008. The average yield
for non-irrigated rice in SE Asia is between 2,5 and 3 tons/ha.4 The biggest obstacles
to increasing rice sufficiency were identified as:
-

lack of arable land due to rocky soil and UXO’s
climatic issues (flooding and strong winds from Vietnam)
low quality seedlings and traditional planting methods
lack of technical input and capital (e.g. for irrigation schemes)
high cost of inputs (fertilizer, fuel, pesticides)

To cover rice deficiencies, many villagers resorted to selling livestock to purchase
rice imported from other districts, or offering their labour during rice harvest to
wealthier households in exchange for a share of the harvest. Indeed, raising livestock
is the traditional form of “insurance” against rice shortages (and other eventualities;
see below, Section 3.2).

4

Mutert, E. & Fairhurst, T.H. “Developments in Rice Production in Southeast Asia”, Better Crops International
Special Supplement, May 2002
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Asked about government interventions to alleviate food shortages, the Bualapha
DAFO chief Mr. Kamman Sopaseuth noted that “in the past” his office had provided
calves and piglets for livestock raising, seedlings for planting higher-yielding strains of
rice and technical guidance in constructing small-scale irrigation schemes for villages
in the vicinity of the district centre. No details on date, cost and scope of such
activities were provided. Mr. Kamman noted that provision of such assistance is
completely dependent on outside funding (either from the central government or
donor agencies). Such funding is not available on a regular basis. Thus, these
measures have been applied in a piecemeal fashion at best, without any systematic
strategy.
3.1.2 Export and Investment
Logging and wood processing are the only sectors of the Bualapha district
economy with large scale business investment from outside companies. According to
District Commerce Office (DCO) chief Mr. Kampud Gasiminta, there are 2 sawmills
and 4 furniture processing companies operating in the district. All are joint LaoVietnamese enterprises and process timber and furniture parts, mainly for export to
Vietnam and Thailand. Following timber and furniture, the main products leaving
Bualapha district are livestock to Vietnam and non-timber forest products (NTFPs)
such as “keesee” resin, orchids, “khuea haem” (berberine vine) and “mak naeng”
(chinese cardamom) to Vietnam and Thailand via Thakhek.
The DCO was unable to provide data on the volume of livestock or NTFPs leaving
the district, admitting that much of the trade in these items happens “informally”,
“below the radar” and “illegally”. Mr. Kampud says his office lacks the resources to
enforce due process in the export of goods out of the district (see section 3.1.4).
Figures provided by the Provincial Chamber of Industry and Commerce (PCIC)
indicate that timber and wood products are by far the largest export out of
Khammouane Province, accounting for 75% of the total value of exports to Thailand
and 57% of the provinces’ total value of exports to Vietnam in 2010 (excluding
electricity).
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Key Exports from Khammouane Province to Thailand 2009 -2011
Category

Unit

2009
Value (US
dollars)
5,460,319.33
20,573.095
3,812,962.47

Quantity
Total Exports
Timber and
Wood
Products
Compressed
Sawdust

m³

2010
Value (US
dollars)
7,728,524.61
64,816.874
4,839,764.52

Quantity

2011 (until October)
Quantity
Value (US
dollars)
7,320,234.35
28,264.649
5,974,392.68

tons

734.44

46,040.00

964.40

928,540.00

815.40

70,850.00

Raw minerals

tons

149.55

864,443.17

164.00

1,110,138.03

157.32

408,387.50

Cement

Tons

50.00

2,000.00

Gravel

Tons

189,772.00

652,420.00

80,553.80

774,735.00

98,550.00

460,312.00

Others (incl.
cassava,
rubber, sand,
charcoal)

82,453.69

75,347.06

406,292.17

Key Exports from Khammouane Province to Vietnam 2009 -2011
Category

Unit
Quantity

Total
Exports
Timber and
Wood
Products
Charcoal
Raw
minerals
Rice
Stone
(Hingao)
Others
(incl.
cassava,
rubber,
flowers,
keesee)

m³

2009
Value (US
dollars)
9,100,409.96

Quantity

2010
Value (US
dollars)
12,147,103.91

2011 (until October)
Quantity
Value (US
dollars)
18,626,428.20

13,692.005

3,327,470.46

15,591.848

6,975,141.94

15,418.40

11,612,132.18

tons

155.60

25,700.00

60.00

6,000.00

204.00

11,612,132.18

tons

39.88

144,689.00

101.07

683,628.40

407.37

2,339,273.81

tons
tons

14,617.00
314,000.00

3,262,480.00
2,272,000.00

13,251.00
286,025.00

1,894,678.57
2,553,000.00

630.00
301,145.00

302,400.00
4,224,200.00

68,070.05

34,655.00

148,422.21

Fig. 9: List of key exports from Khammouane Province to Vietnam and Thailand (PCIC, for original Lao
see Appendix 5.4)

Asked about the role the DCO played in promoting commerce in the district, Mr.
Kampud noted that the DCO participated in the annual “Khammouane trade fair”,
held every March in Thakhek. At these fairs, each district runs a stall showcasing and
selling local produce. The DCO usually showcases furniture, wood carvings and
bamboo products from companies and villages near the district centre. Products from
the Hin Nam No area were generally not promoted at these fairs.
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As part of the festivities marking the opening of the 3rd Lao-Thai Friendship
Bridge just north of Thakhek, an extraordinary “Khammouane trade fair” was held
near the site of the new bridge from 11/11-15/11. The consultant visited the trade
fair on 15/11. The Bualapha stand offered bamboo sleeping mats for 50,000 kip a
piece, woven cotton products, such as cotton belts (10 000 kip/piece), tablecloths
(25-50 000 kip/piece) and cotton jackets (50-70 000 kip/piece) as well as some wood
carving objects. All these products originated from villages close to the district centre,
such as Ban Naphanang and Ban Nasalone.
Overall, sales volume and general interest in the Bualapha produce seemed
rather low compared to other districts.

Fig. 10: Stands of Bualapha (left) and Mahaxay (right) districts

3.1.3 Local Trade
Many villagers in Bualapha grow vegetables, collect NTFPs, raise livestock or make
simple bamboo products for sale. There is a considerable amount of inter-village
trade going on within the district. However, most of it is informal, small-scale trade
conducted on an immediate-needs basis. Individual villagers (usually women) bring
small amounts of household produce to marketplaces in Langkhang or Bualapha, or
set up at makeshift roadside stalls. Here, they usually stay a few hours, or until their
produce is sold. The money earned is then spent on purchasing clothing, household
items such as plastic crockery or foodstuffs such as sugar, cooking oil or MSG. Most
local trade thus resembles a form of “subsistence bartering”, with villagers
exchanging small amounts of their own produce for items they are unable to
grow/produce themselves.
The “thalat nad” held in Ban Langkhang is a classic example of this. This “flying
market” is held three times a week (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) along the paved
part of the road leading from Route 12 to the Ban Dou subcluster. It usually draws
sellers from most surrounding villages, who arrive early in the morning (from 4am)
and set out their products at the roadside.5 On the day the consultant surveyed the
5

Most of the sellers arrived on foot, only a few came on motorbikes or on the back of pick-up trucks.
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market, there were about 40-45 sellers present (almost all women). Produce on sale
included: rattan shoots, bamboo shoots, mak tua (longbean), frogs, chillis, mak khuea
(aubergine), bananas, ga-hog (a type of forest squirrel), spring onion, man pao, man
geo, maklin mai (a type of forest fruit), tamarind, cabbage, lemongrass, crabs (raised
in Langkhang), pakgat, mushrooms, mak fak (pumpkin). The market began to
dissipate around 7am, when most sellers had sold their produce. Many of the sellers
then went to the nearby Langkhang central market to purchase the abovementioned
household and foodstuff items, before returning to their villages.

Fig. 11: The “thalat nad” in Ban Langkhang, typical range of produce sold by villagers

No sellers from HNN project target communities were seen at the market. This is
because a rainstorm had struck the night before, and continued well into the morning.
This meant that only sellers from communities along the paved Route 12 had made it
to Langkhang that morning. According to locals, there are usually well over 100
sellers from various villages present, including from HNN project target communities
such as Ban Dou, Ban Phanob, Ban Seanphan, Ban Nongbua and Ban Vangkhon. The
fact that nobody from these villages made it out to Langkhang due to rain is
indicative of the role that lack of access and infrastructure plays in inhibiting incomegeneration for villages in the HinNamNo area.
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Most of the buyers were women from within Langkhang or surrounding
villages. A handful of Vietnamese passers by were also spotted. No traders were
identified. The Langkhang “thalat nad” is thus in effect an inter-village bartering
event and serves primarily as a place where villagers earn currency to exchange for
manufactured household items. The Langkhang central market functions exclusively
as a retail outlet for these goods.
The same holds for the central market in the Bualapha district centre. Most of
the items on sale there are brought in from Thakhek, with many originating from
Thailand (e.g. tamarind and carrots) or Vietnam (e.g. garlic or apples). The only
products identified as coming from within the district were pumpkins (mak fak),
banana flower, pak gud (type of fern), chillis, mak khuea (aubergines). All of these
came either from the gardens of the sellers themselves or were sourced in villages
around the centre. Meat is also sourced locally (see Section 3.3). However, on the day
of surveying, no meat was available at the Bualapha central market. Only fish from
Thakhek was being sold. No produce from HNN target villages was identified.
3.1.4 Rules and Regulations
Price Controls, Taxes, Monopolies
According to Bualapha DCO chief Mr. Kampud Gasiminta, there is a
“national list” of around 30 daily need items for which the government regulates
prices. These include basic need items such as cooking oil, rice, fuel, meat and fish.
However the Bualapha DCO does not implement price controls on all items on this list.
This is primarily due to the remoteness of the district, which means added burdens
and higher transport costs for traders. Thus, enforcing fixed prices on all items on the
“national list” may dissuade traders from bringing these products into the district,
endangering supply to local people. Therefore the DCO lets traders fix the prices for
most items themselves, and only enforces price controls the “most important items”:
Buffalo, Cattle: 35,000 kip per kg maximum
Pork: 33, 000 per kg maximum6
Rice: 7000 per kg maximum
Gasoline: 10100 (regular), 9230 (diesel)

The prices are fixed in accordance with national guidelines, but may be altered
at the district level if needed. In theory, consumers have a right to complain to the
DCO if fixed prices are still too high, in which case the office may call an extraordinary
meeting with traders and consumer representatives to renegotiate prices. However,
DCO staff could not recall an occasion on which this happened.
According to information gathered from traders (see Section 3.3) taxes for
livestock trade are as follows:
6

However, the livestock traders interviewed said that the government fixed the retail sales price for pork at
25,000 kip, not 33,000 kip. See Interview with Mr. Sinyueang, Section 3.3 and Mr. Jueang under “Pigs” in
Product Prioritization Table for Ban Sa-ang (Fig. 16)
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For each buffalo or cattle slaughtered for sale:
10,000 tax per animal to the agriculture office
35,000 sales tax to the finance office
30,000 tax to the village (given to the village chief) for buffalo only
For each pig slaughtered for sale:
10,000 kip tax to the agriculture office
7,000 kip sales tax to the finance office
5,000 kip per animal for mandatory veterinary inspection

Monopolies for the commercial purchase and sale of buffaloes and cattle are
granted by the Bualapha district government (DAFO, DCO and Admin.) for a fee of
200,000 kip per month. Monopolies may cover subdistricts or individual village
clusters. A trader found to be infringing on a monopoly may be fined. No monopolies
are enforced for other livestock (pigs, chicken, ducks).
Regulations on NTFP extraction
In theory, all trade in non-timber forest products in Khammouane is regulated
by the Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office (PAFO) through its district branches
(DAFO). The procedure was described by Mr. Sugan Inthanuhak (PAFO Forestry
Section) and Mr. Santhisouk Phomvaseng (PAFO Resource Management) as follows:
1.) Each year at the end of the rainy season, PAFO collects data on the quantity of NTFPs
that would be available for extraction in each district from the respective DAFOs. The
DAFOs are at liberty to choose the methodology by which this data is gathered.
2.) Based on the data submitted by the respective DAFOs, PAFO calculates an overall
provincial quota for each NTFP, and submits this quota to the National Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry (MAF). The MAF approves the quota and sets unit prices for
the sale of quota shares to be implemented at the Provincial level by the Provincial
Commerce Offices. This usually happens at the beginning of the dry season
(December-January).
3.) Companies and traders may then buy shares of the quota at the fixed unit price (kg,
m³ or lam/bundle) from the Provincial Dept of Industry and Commerce. The revenue
generated by sales of quota shares goes to the National Ministry of Finance via the
Provincial Finance Dept. Quotas are valid for 1 collecting season (i.e. 1 year). It is
possible for the buyer to sell on quota shares to other companies or traders at a
higher price, i.e. once the quota share has been sold, it “enters the market” much as
any other commodity would. Quotas are thus perhaps best compared to stocks.
4.) The “collecting season” is usually during the latter part of the dry season (FebruaryMay). During this time, the “forest is open” and traders are allowed to collect/buy
their quota share of NTFPs.
5.) The document with the assigned quota must be presented to DAFO and PAFO along
with the collected NTFPs for inspection. If the quota is exceeded by less than 10%, an
extra payment can be made. If the quota is exceeded by more than 10%, a fine is
due. In addition, an “export tax” must be paid. If the quota is not fulfilled, the
company/trader is not reimbursed the amount paid for the outstanding part of the
quota.
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6.) Anyone caught taking NTFPs out of a district/province without a quota will be subject
to prosecution, usually resulting in a fine. PAFO was unable to provide details on this.

In practice, however, PAFO is not able to implement this system as desired. One
of the main problems is the inability of PAFO and the respective DAFO’s to collect upto-date information on availability of NTFPs.
There is simply not enough funding and expertise at the local level for adequate
data collection to be done on a regular basis. Thus, fixing quotas occurs largely on an
ad hoc basis, and frequently involves a considerable degree of extrapolation from
outdated data and (to put it bluntly) guesswork. For instance, the current quotas for
Mahaxay and Xebangfai districts are estimated based on surveys conducted by the
SUFORD project in 2008 and 2009.
Secondly, there is not enough capacity on the law enforcement side to inspect all
produce leaving respective districts or the province. PAFO staff acknowledged that it
was “fairly easy” for traders to take produce out of a district/province illegally.
Ideally, PAFO would like to implement a rotational system, with certain forest
areas opened in certain years only, allowing for regeneration or “fallow” periods of at
least 5 years. However, they lack the resources to implement this.
PAFO provided data on the quotas for the 2010-11 collecting season for the
following NTFPs:
NTFP
Quota
Maibpong (bamboo)
150,000 lam (bundles)
Fuen
10,000 m³
Keesee resin
100 tons
Broomgrass
100 tons
Lak huea (type of wood used to 40,000 lam (bundles)
make fences)
Berberine Vine (Khuea Haem)
80 tons
Fig. 12: 2010-11 PAFO provincial quotas for selected NTFPs (for original document see App. 5.5)

Fig. 13 lists all people/companies registered with PAFO as having obtained
quota shares for these NTFPs. Contact details and quota share prices were not able to
be provided by PAFO. Staff informed that these could be obtained from PCIC.
However, PCIC was also unable to provide this information during the time of the
consultancy. Thus, the market actors identified in this list could not be interviewed
during the present consultancy. Furthermore, no quotas are registered for khuea
haem or keesee resin, despite the fact that at least one trader interviewed claims to
have purchased quotas for both khuea haem and keesee resin (a receipt uncovered
at Bualapha DCO supports this claim, see interview with Mr. Siengphan, section 3.3).
It is strongly recommended to follow up on these issues.
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0

N/A

1,000
m³
1,000
m³
200 m³

N/A

Mr. Somneuk
Pamisok

N/A

1,500
m³

Mr. Pimason
Amintalad (Ban
Donhi Charcoal
Factory)
Mrs. Bounmee
Bongonsengdet
Mrs. Mali
Sayavong
Mr. Ngon
Olisanyavong
(Furniture
Factory)
Total:

Name
Mr.
Thammasone
Phanalaat

Amount Name
15 tons Mr. Puan
Paapihong
(Phousoksay
Furniture
Factory)
12 tons Mr. Souksamay
Misuk
(Maikhunkam
Processing
Factory)
10 tons

Lak Huea

5,200
Total:
0
Total:
37 tons Total:
m³
Quota: 150,000 Total Quota:
10,000
Quota:
100
Quota:
100
Quota:
lam
m³
tons
tons
Remai 150,000 Remainder:
4,800
Remaind 100
Remainder:
63 tons Remainder:
nder:
lam
m³
er:
tons
Fig. 13: List of persons registered with PAFO as having purchased NTFO quota shares (for original see Appendix 5.5)

Total:

N/A

Amount

Mr. Ladawan
Bolibun

Name

Broomgrass

1,000
m³

Amount
500 m³

Keesee

Mr. Souksamay
Sisouk
(Maikhounkhom
Processing Plant)

Maibpong
Fuen
(Bamboo)
Name Amount Name
Mr. Gongeo
Fongsamut

4,000
lam
40,000
lam
36,000
lam

2,000
lam

Amount
2,000
lam

80 tons
15 tons

Quota:
Remainder:
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65 tons

5 tons

10 tons

Amount
50 tons

Total:

Mr. Bounjai
Sayason

Name
Dr. Phukong
Chomala
(Vientiane Nr. 3
Medicine
Factory)
Mr. Ming Ming
Muong (Khuea
Haem Processing
Factory)

Khuea Haem

3.2 Results of Village Workshops
3.2.1 Ban Nongping
Ban Nongping is the main village in the Nongping cluster, located barely 2
kilometres from the Xebangfai cave along the Xebangfai river. It is a multi-ethnic
community, with a mixed Makong, Tri, Nyuan (Viet) and Kaleung population. The
villages’ roughly 650 inhabitants live in 98 households, separated into two subvillages (Nongping Nuea and Nongping Dtai) located about 10 minutes walk from
each other. Ban Nongping is a relatively poor village, with 65% of households
classified as either ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’7.
The village workshop conducted in Ban Nongping discussed key NTFPs (as
identified during the NTFP survey conducted in the village the preceding week), as
well as livestock, handicrafts and tobacco. Overall, the results indicate a strong
subsistence focus in the village economy. Villagers indicated that much of the
produce available in their area was either too scarce to sell (fish, crabs, pandan leaves
mushrooms, rattan, broomgrass, orchids, keesee, bun/saan) or that the opportunity
cost of selling the product would be such that they would not be able to offer a
competitive market price (tobacco, chicken, ducks).
At the moment, the main area where villagers see potential for expanded
income generation are livestock, bamboo handicrafts and bamboo shoots. Villagers
see very strong demand for livestock (especially buffalo and cattle) from itinerant
traders based in Bualapha. However, lack of mobile phone coverage means that
villagers have difficulty coordinating with traders. Edible bamboo shoots are in ample
supply, so they could be sold without endangering food security. However, demand
was assessed as low, as there is good supply of these in most villages in the area.
The potential of bamboo handicrafts lies mainly in the fact that there are
comparatively many people (17, 2 women) who are able to make bamboo products,
and in the fact that there may be regular tourist visits to the village in the future.
Bamboo handicrafts could be sold as souvenirs to tourists. However, pricing and
seasonality are issues; making bamboo handicrafts is not an occupation, and is only
done during spare time, such that a steady supply could not be guaranteed.
Furthermore, due to the high opportunity cost (in terms of time forfeited) the prices
demanded by villagers are not competitive in the local market (but tourists are
generally willing to pay more than locals).
The potential for income generation through NTFPs is limited, in some cases
due to supply constraints (e.g. rattan, broomgrass), in others due to the absence of a
buyer or lack of market information (mak dtao, berberine vine/khuea haem). The
results of the village workshop are summarized in the product prioritization table (Fig.
14). Those items prioritized by the community as having the greatest potential for
income generation are highlighted in grey.

7

All household wealth data is according to participatory village wealth ranking conducted during the HNN
Project NTFP consultancy in November 2011 by Mr. Joost Foppes and the research team.
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2,5 million (lowest 500 000)
Somsay sells for 35000/kg

No buyer
Irregular demand from within
the village or other villages,
700,000 per animal

No buyer,
duck 100,000 kip, chicken 35
000 kip

Think demand would be good
because it is fish from nature,
not aquaculture (better
taste)
Sell themselves at the market

Pig

Chicken,
Duck

Fish,
Crab

Occasionally group of people
pool money, buys animal
from villager, slaughter and
sell in BLP for same price

Trader: Mr Somsay, Mai
(cannot order, comes by
spontaneously)
Best price 4 million
Somsay sells for 35000 kg in
BLP

Demand

Cattle

Buffalo

Item

4

2

6

7

8

Score

resource depleting,
increasingly scarce

Self consumption
only

Estimate have over
100 animals

60, sell 90%

Have 70, sell 90%
(only eat at
weddings, form of
capital)

Supply

1

5

4

2

4

Score

villagers acknowledge that
their prices are not
competitive
generally reluctant to sell
(main source of meat)
Men do the fishing,
nowadays they have to go
further and further to get
(sometimes stay
overnight), not much fish

Sell to buy rice during
shortage

Sell to buy rice during
shortage
Form of capital/insurance

Form of capital/insurance

Sell to buy rice during
shortage

Form of capital/insurance

Social Aspects

Too expensive

Limited grazing area
Diseases have depleted stock
several times in recent years –
no vet care

No Phone coverage, cannot
coordinate, receive orders

Limited grazing area

Sell to buy rice during shortage

No Phone coverage, cannot
coordinate, receive orders

Technical Aspects

5

7

10

9

Total
Score
12

3.

4.

1.
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Rank

Used to sell every year to a
trader named Dtagut for
5000/kg
But Dtagut has not come for
2 years
Don’t know what Dtagut did
with it
No buyer

Khuea
Haem

Bamboo
Weaving

No buyer
Irregular trips to the market
to sell, or to nearby villages,
50 000 for big dipkao, 15 000
for small

2

No buyer

Pandan
leaves

Rattan

2

Broomgr No buyer
ass

3

3

2

1

2

No buyer

Bamboo
shoots

Mak
Dtao

irregularly (5-6 kg for 20 000
per kg)
No buyer

3

1

9

2

Not enough for
sale
17 people can
make (15 men, 2
women)
8

2

Estimate they
3
could supply 100 kg
from the forest
(sustainable)

Available in the
forest, but enough
to sell
Not enough for
sale

Would be able to
get if had a buyer,
not sure how much
Have a lot, eat
every day during
rainy season

Not an occupation, time
constraints! (best in
September)
Time consuming (1 basket=
2 full days)

Could be sold as souvenirs
to tourists

Increasingly people want
plastic mats for their
houses: does the product
have a future?

left in the river near the
village
Only men can collect, have
to climb to get, difficult
work
Women and children
collect during rainy season

Prices not competitive in the
local market, at present only
tourist market would be an
option

Lack of market information

No Phone coverage, cannot
coordinate, receive orders

11

5

5

5

3

10

4

2.

3.
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No buyer
Only sale on irregular,
spontaneous basis when
people come by to fix their
boat 2000/kg
some sell in BLP or to
neighbouring villages,
25000/mün

Trader called Pianpeng from
Xiengkhouang came earlier
this year, stayed in the area
for 2 months, bought for 10
000 per kg, bought a total of
2 tons
No buyer
Irregular, individual sale to
nearby villages or BLP (4-5 kg
for 5000/kg
No buyer

1

3

2

2

3

Many families
grow, max 50 mün
per family (1
mün=12kg), most
smoke themselves

Not enough for
sale, self
consumption only
Difficult to get,
limited supply

Not enough for
sale

Supply depleting
rapidly in recent
years

2

2

2

1

1

Health issue to promote?

Do young people still
smoke local tobacco in
banana leaves? Not “in”,
only old people

Collected during rainy
season only

Gathered between Jan and
June

Strong competition from
Nakhanyom village
Fig. 14: Product Prioritization Table for Ban Nongping (prioritized items highlighted in grey)

Tobacco

Keesee

Mushro
oms

Bun,
Saan

Orchids

No Phone coverage, cannot
coordinate, receive orders

3

5

4

3

4
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3.2.2 Ban Khanyou
Ban Khanyou is the main village in the Khanyou cluster. It is a
comparatively prosperous community; in the wealth-ranking conducted during the
preceding consultancy only 33% of households were described as “very poor” or
“poor”, while 35% of households were described as “well-off” and rice-sufficient. The
village is connected to the electricity grid, there are two small village shops and a
small wooden temple (supporting a temple is usually a sign of comparative wealth).
There is good mobile phone network coverage throughout the village.
The village workshop conducted in Ban Khanyou discussed key NTFPs (as
identified during the NTFP survey), as well as livestock, handicrafts, rice and corn.
Overall, the results reflect the relative prosperity of the village. Villagers in Ban
Khanyou are more likely to engage in trade of foodstuffs such as livestock, rice and
corn. However, discrepancies between poorer and wealthier families in this regard
may be pronounced. Further research into this is recommended before implementing
target interventions.
At the moment, the main area where villagers see potential for expanded
income generation are corn, livestock, rice, bamboo shoots and bamboo weaving.
Villagers see great potential in expanding corn production, as the crop takes only 3-4
months from harvest. Furthermore, competition from other villages in the area is
limited. Given the right technical input and a reliable buyer, villagers believe that corn
would have great market potential (both as animal feed and for human consumption).
Due to widespread shortages in neighbouring villages, demand for rice from
Ban Khanyou is very high. However, promoting rice as an income generation activity
would run the risk of exacerbating existing wealth discrepancies, as wealthy families
would be the main (or sole) beneficiaries. Furthermore, this may create increased
dependence on Ban Khanyou by neighbouring villages, which is not desirable.
Regarding bamboo shoots, the same holds as for Ban Nongping; supply is
ample, but it is questionable whether there would be demand from other villages.
The potential of bamboo weaving as a source of income is limited by the
absence of a buyer and concerns regarding time constraints. However, prices of
bamboo products are competitive in general, and villagers said they would be willing
to join with producers in Ban Sa-aang in forming a cooperative. This would help to
ensure adequate volume of supply for potential buyers. Furthermore, supporting
bamboo weaving as an income-generation activity may be less likely to exacerbate
existing wealth differences than supporting rice or corn.
The potential for income generation through NTFPs again seems fairly limited,
either by supply constraints (keesee, bun, saan), or by the absence of a buyer or lack
of market information (mak dtao, berberine vine/khuea haem). In general, villagers
showed no great interest in generating income through NTFPs. The results of the
village workshop are summarized in the product prioritization table (Fig. 15). Items
prioritized by the community as having the greatest potential for income generation
are highlighted in grey.
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Keesee

Bamboo
weaving

Bun,
Saan
Mak
Dtao
Orchids
3

Used to be traders from
Langkhang coming to buy for
sale to Vietnam, since 3 years
nobody

Irregular sale within the
village: 15 000 – 20 000
depending on the size
No buyer

3

2

No buyer

No buyer

2

3

7

No buyer

Traders come from Ban
Langkhang to buy rice,
sometimes even from
Thakhek!
After harvest they sell a 12 kg
mün for 18000, later up to
25000 due to shortage
Say demand is very high
(widespread shortage)!
No buyer

Rice

Bamboo
Shoots

Demand

Item

8

4

could make max 15
per month
Not enough to sell

Used to be able to
get 200-300 kg per
year, now Resource
depleted: very
scarce
6 people can make 5
(1 woman)

Get up to 3 tons
per year (whole
village)
If they had a buyer
they could get up
to 5 tons
Only minimal for
self consumption
No Supply

In a good year they
can have a surplus
of up to 15 tons!

Supply

Technical Aspects

villagers estimate have to
wait another 3-5 years before
they could collect again
Not an occupation, only
Would be willing to join in a
made during free time (best
producer group with Ban Satime is 9-10 before harvest)
aang

Collected by men only

But other villages have
themselves

Men, women and children
collect during rainy season
Most families get

Only 35% of families fully rice
sufficient

This year no surplus and
possible shortage due to
flooding (not sure yet
because they are presently
harvesting)

Social Aspects

8

11

Total
Score
11

5.

3.

3.

Rank
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Chicken,
Ducks

Pigs

Cattle

Buffalo

Vietnamese traders come 2-3
times per month, sell 10 per
month (800 – 1 million
Say demand far outstrips
supply, could easily be up to
30
Viet and Lao traders, in dry
season sometimes several
per day! Buy 1-5 chickens, on
average 30 per month, for 10
000 (chicklet, reluctant to
sell, better to raise
themselves) up to 30 000 for
grown chicken

Demand outstrips supply

Trader from Ban Langkhang
(Mr. Tong) comes, picks up,
brings animals for slaughter
in Ban Langkhang, comes 2-3
times per month, buys 1-2
animals per time, price
ranging from 2-4,5
million/animal, Mr Tong sells
the meat for 35 000 per kilo
in Langkhang
- also other traders, demand
outstrips supply
Same as buffalo (above)
Price: 1-2,5 million/animal
Mr Tong sells 35000 per kg

4

4

5

6

Have more than
1000, eat 50%, sell
50%

Have 243
(according to
Naibans list), sell
90%... say they sell
about 5 a month,
but demand would
easily be 10-15
200 pigs in the
village, eat 40%,
sell 60%

Have 190 animals
this year, sell 90%
eat only at
weddings, form of
capital

5

4

6

7

Same as for buffalo

Poorer families do not have

“Coordinator”, Mr. Gongli, is
the son of the Neohom of
Ban Sa-aang, now lives in Ban
Kanyu, he collects
information on who wants to
sell, then calls Mr. Tong
(minimum 2)

Can buy a chicklet for 10-15
000 kip

Can buy a piglet for 100 000,
can be sold after 7 months-2
years, can give birth to up to
5 piglets after 1 year

Gives birth to a calf every 2
years

Gives birth to a calf every 2-3
years

9

8

11

13

4.

5.

3.

2.
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11

Quick growth, 3 months from
planting to harvest, double
cropping possible – fairly
easy to increase supply if
they had a buyer
No commercial buyer
Ban Sa-aang and Bpaakpanag
also grow, but Kanyou the
most
Fig. 15: Product Prioritization Table for Ban Khanyou (prioritized items highlighted in grey)

Villagers go to Langkhang and 5
Bualapha and sell themselves
at the market (1000 for 3
pieces)

Can only get
limited amount in
rainy season, not
enough for sale
Get 4 tons per
year, most for own
consumption and
as animal feed

2

Corn

Not enough for
sale to the market

4

No buyer

Fish,
crabs,
snails
Mushro
oms

Demand outstrips supply

Identify technical inputs
16
needed to expand production

1.
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3.2.3 Ban Sa-aang
Ban Sa-aang is an ethnic Kaleung community with about 660 inhabitants living
in 133 households. The village is part of the Ban Khanyou cluster, and is located a
mere 10-minute walk from Ban Khanyou. Being of the same ethnicity, cooperation
and familial ties between the two communities are strong (there is frequent
intermarriage between the two villages). Indeed, Khanyou villagers agreed to conduct
the village workshop in Ban Khanyou.
As of yet, no wealth-ranking survey has been conducted in Ban Sa-aang, but
anecdotal evidence and the consultants general impression suggest that Ban Sa-aang
(like its “big brother” Ban Khanyou) is a relatively prosperous village. It is strongly
recommended to do a wealth-ranking survey in Ban Sa-aang before implementation
of income-generation activities.
As no NTFP survey had been conducted in Ban Sa-aang, the workshop was
proceeded by a data collection exercise in which villagers were asked to map where
they collected NTFPs. From this exercise, the most promising NTFPs were included,
along with rice, bamboo weaving, livestock and cotton weaving.
Livestock was identified as the area with most potential for income generation,
followed by rice, cotton weaving and bamboo weaving.
In particular, the high demand for pigs from the “flying market” (thalat nad)
held at the Nyuan (Viet) village of Bpaakpanang every Wednesday was cited as
providing a good opportunity for income generation. Similarly, demand for chicken
and ducks from itinerant traders was high. Villagers would like to increase supply to
cater to this demand, but say they lack the capital to buy more animals.
As in Ban Khanyou, the potential of bamboo weaving as a source of income is
limited by the absence of a buyer and concerns regarding time constraints. At present,
there are only limited individual sales within the village. However, prices of bamboo
products are competitive in general, and villagers said they would be willing to join
with producers in Ban Khanyou in forming a cooperative to ensure adequate volume
of supply for potential buyers.
Again as with Ban Khanyou, the ability to sell rice is the privilege of the
wealthier families in the village. Thus, the same concerns apply.
Villagers assess the potential of NTFPs as limited, both due to lack of buyers
and supply constraints.
The results of the village workshop are summarized in the product
prioritization table (Fig. 16). Items prioritized by the community as having the
greatest potential for income generation are highlighted in grey.
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3

2

8

No buyer

No Buyer

Used to have traders coming

No buyer, sometimes sell to
other villagers on individual
basis (15 – 20 000 for a sticky
rice basket)

No buyer

Traders from Langkhang
come and buy for 25 000 per
mün (=12kg), trader brings to
Langkhang and sells for 30

Bun,
saan

Mak
dtao

Orchids

Bamboo
weaving

Fish,
crabs,
snails
Rice

Score

No buyer

Demand

Bamboo
shoots

Item

Score

In a good year they
can sell up to 5
tons

Limited supply, not
enough for sale
7

3

Scarce, barely
enough for self
consumption
Scarce: villagers
don’t think it would
be commercially
viable
Used to be
available, resource
depleted, now very
scarce (since 2
years)
4 people (all men)
3
can weave
If they had a buyer,
could make max 15
per month

self consumption
only

Supply

Limited land available,
sometimes (like this year)
shortages due to flooding
Only the wealthiest families

Men, women and children
fish, collect

make eabkao, rice collecting
basket, fishing basket, other
utensils

Not an occupation, only
made during free time (best
time is 9-10 before harvest)

Villagers say they would have
to wait at least 5 more years
for resources to

Only adult men collect,
difficult work

Men, women and children
collect during rainy season

Social Aspects

Villagers request hybrid
seeds and/or irrigation
schemes to increase
production (but should focus

Would be willing to join in a
producer group with Ban
Khanyou

Technical Aspects

15

5

6

Total
Score

3.

5.

Rank
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Pigs

Cattle

Buffalo

Keesee

Mr Jueang from Ban

Demand outstrips supply

Trader from Ban Langkhang
(Mr. Tong) comes 2-3
times/month, buys animals
for slaughter in Ban
Langkhang, buys 1-2 animals
per time, price ranging from
2-4,5 million/animal, Mr
Tong sells meat for 35 000
per kilo in Langkhang
-Occasional visits by Mr.
Somsay from Bualapha (but
Mr. Tong more often)
-high demand
Same as buffalo (above)
Price: 1-2,5 million/animal

Once in a while sell to people
to spontaneously who need
to patch up their boat
(2000/kg)

000 to other trader who
brings to Thakhek (they don’t
remember the names of the
traders)
Demand is high, they would
grow more if they could
No buyer

8

8

8

Have about 225
animals this year
Hardly eat
themselves, only at
weddings say they
sell 90%
Have over 300

Maximum 2 kg per
family per year, not
all families collect
(on an immediate
need basis), about
20kg per year
Not enough to sell
Have about 110
animals this year
Hardly eat
themselves, only at
weddings (form of
capital), say they
sell 90%

9

7

7

Villagers say the added profit

Form of capital/insurance
Same procedure through Mr.
Gongli

“Coordinator”, Mr. Gongli, is
the son of the Neohom of
Ban Sa-aang, now lives in Ban
Kanyu, he collects
information on who wants to
sell, then calls Mr. Tong
(minimum 2 for Mr. Tong to
arrive)

Form of capital/insurance

Collected in April-May

can afford to sell rice!

Would like to raise more, but

on villages facing constant
shortages first)

17

15

15

1.

3.

3.
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Self consumption
only
4 families weave
Make blankets and
towels (pasetmü)

Have over 1000,
sell 60%, eat 40%

animals this year.
Sell 70%, eat 30%.

8

would not be worth the
effort of slaughtering (is
hard, dirty work) the animal,
transporting to Bpaakpanang
and selling themselves at the
weekly market

Irregular sale to nearby
5
6
Exclusively womens work
villages or at thalat nad in
Bpaakpanang
15 000 for handtowel
60 000 for blanket
Fig. 16: Product prioritization table for Ban Sa-aang (prioritized products highlighted in grey)

Mushro
oms
Cotton
Weaving

Chicken,
ducks

Mr. Sinyueang from BLP
comes 1-2 times per month,
buy 1 pig (max 1 millon), sells
in BLP for 25,000 kip per kg
Vietnamese traders from
8
Langkhang come 2-3 times
per year and buy 10-20 per
time
Lao traders also come 2-3
times a year and buy same
amount (couldn’t give names,
say always different people)
Chicken: 25 000 – 30 000
Duck: 60 000 – 80 000
No buyer

Bpaakpanang comes every
week and buys 1-3 pigs (for
up to 1 million each) for
slaughted and sale at the
thalat nad (sells for
25000/kg)

Produce made from lowquality cotton yarn bought at
the market, no local cotton
grown

Would like to raise more, but
would need investment/
capital

would need investment/
capital

11

16

4.

2.
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3.2.4 Ban Phanob
Ban Phanob is situated along the banks of the Nam Ngo river, in the
Thongkham cluster of the Langkhang subdistrict. Its inhabitants are of both Yoy and
Makong ethnicity. Altogether the village has a population of rouhly 458, divided into
92 households.
The wealth ranking survey conducted revealed that Ban Phanob was a village
of medium affluence. Two-thirds (67%) of villagers were classified as being in the
middle wealth categories (“poor” or “medium”), while percentages for the poorest
and wealthiest categories were roughly equal (17% and 16%, respectively). This
suggests that perhaps wealth discrepancies in Ban Phanob are not as pronounced as
in other communities surveyed.
The village workshop discussed key NTFPs (as identified during the NTFP
survey), as well as livestock, handicrafts, rice and corn.
The item identified by villagers as having the highest potential for income
generation was the mak dtao fruit, followed by vegetables.
The potential of mak dtao fruits was due mainly to the ample supply available
in the area surrounding area. Villagers estimate that they could collect up to one ton
of mak dtao per year on a sustainable bases. However, at present they lack a
commercial buyer for this product. Demand for mak dtao is generally high in Thailand,
where it is a key ingredient in desserts. The possibility of building a market chain for
mak dtao should be investigated further.
Villagers would very much like to expand their vegetable production. They
believe there would be good demand for vegetables such as onions, tomatoes and
garlic in Ban Langkhang (see interview with Mrs. Bpabiang, Section 3.3). At present,
vegetable production is household-based only.
Demand for livestock comes from both Vietnam and Langkhang. Villagers also
believe there is room for expansion here, particularly regarding demand from
Vietnam. However, diseases and flooding have diminished livestock numbers in
recent months.
A key constraint in expanding income generation is the difficulty in access.
While the village is located a mere 5 km from Ban Langkhang and the important
Route 12 (leading both to Thakhek and Thailand as well as Vietnam), the fact that it is
on the other side of the Nam Ngo river means that access is difficult. Vehicles can
pass through the river only at the height of the dry season in February/March.
Consequently, villagers say there is a considerable drop in livestock traders visiting
the village during the rainy season. It is also very difficult for villagers to make it out
to marketplaces such as Langkhang during bad weather (see Section 3.1.3).
The results of the village workshop are summarized in the product
prioritization table (Fig. 17). Items prioritized by the community as having the
greatest potential for income generation are highlighted in grey.
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Fish,
crabs

Pigs

Cattle

Traders from Langkhang (Mr.
Tong, Mr. Kamphan, Mr.
Gon) come 2-3 times a
month, pick up 1-2 animals
max price 4 million, min price
2 million, slaughtered and
sold in Langkhang for
35,000/kg

Buffalo

Sell occasionally on individual
basis at in Langkhang

No buyer

Whole pig is weighed, 10
000/kg

Unofficial, itinerant traders,
many from Vietnam (say
demand from Vietnam is big)

Demand far outstrips supply
(10 a month easily they say)
Same procedure as with
buffalo, sell for max price 2,5
million, min price 1,5 million

Occasional purchases from
Vietnamese or other villagers

Demand

Item

4

6

11

8

Score

4

4

Score

Only 50 left (had a
4
disease that killed
many earlier this
year), have to raise
more: Limited
supply for the next
year or two
River fish depleting 2
rapidly, don’t think
would have enough
to sell in the future

Have 133 animals,
sell 90%

Sometimes trader
come but no
animals available
for sale

Have 115 animals,
90% for sale
(capital, only eaten
on special
occasions)

Supply

Very interested in raising fish
in fishponds

Social Aspects

No capital to set up fishponds

Access difficulty for traders in
rainy season

Access difficulty for traders in
rainy season
Problem with diseases – no
vet care

Some cattle drowned in
flooding this year

Access difficulty for traders in
rainy season

Have sufficient grazing land,
can increase amount of
animals

Diseases a problem, this year
20 animals died due to
diseases

Technical Aspects

6

10

15

5.

2.

Total
Rank
Score
12
3.
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No buyer

Mak
Dtao

No buyer

Trader Mr. No from
Gnommalath used to come
and buy, not this year

Orchids

Khuea
Haem

Don’t know the price!

People coming by to buy pigs 3
or cattle have enquired about
Mak Naeng (Lao people),
villagers would sell for
30,000/kg

Mak
Naeng

2

3

3

Have no knowledge of
demand

Cotton
weaving

2

Sell on a need-by-need basis
to other villagers or passersby, prices ranging from
15,000 – 100,000 (for large
eebkao)
Also make huat, cooking
basket

Bamboo
weaving

Resource limited,
could not sell every
year

Very good supply
Villagers estimate
they could get up
to 1 ton per
season,
sustainable!
Resource depleted

Say they could get
about 100 kg in the
forest surrounding
their village, but
not on a
sustainable basis

No weavers

6 people have the
skills, could do up
to 10 eebkao in a
good month (but
very seasonal,
fluctuating supply)

15

3

Collected in November

Best time for production is
Sept-Oct (before harvest)

Not an occupation,
production in free time only=
fluctuating supply

Say they would have to wait
10 years until they could get
collect again

Complete lack of market
information

2

18

3

5

1.

38

Traders come by 2-3 times
per month (Lao and
Vietnamese, usually different
people, don’t remember
names), buy between 10 and
15 animals at a time

Sell on an individual basis at
the Thalat Nad in Langkhang

No buyer

4

4

Not enough for
own consumption
Say they would be
able to increase
supply (especially
garlic and onions) if
they had a market
Have 300-400
animals, eat 40%
and sell 60%
7

11

Would like to expand
vegetable production, and
market on a more
“professional” basis

Say demand from Vietnam
has good potential
Fig. 17: Product prioritization table for Ban Phanob (prioritized products highlighted in grey)

Chicken,
ducks

Vegetab
les

Rice

Price ranged between 500
and 1500/kg (villagers not
happy with that price)

Lack of capital and market
information

11

15

4.

2.
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3.2.5 Ban Vangkhon
Ban Vangkhon is located about 5 km downstream from Ban Phanob on the
Nam Ngo river, and also belongs to the Thongkham cluster. It is the smallest of all
HNN project target communities, with a mere 130 inhabitants living in roughly 30
households. All villagers are ethnic Phoutai. To date, no wealth ranking has been
conducted in Ban Vangkhon. However, according to district staff, neighbouring
villagers, the consultants impression and indeed the villagers themselves, Ban
Vangkhon is one of the poorest communities in the Langkhang subdistrict.
As no NTFP survey had been conducted in Ban Vangkhon, the workshop was
proceeded by a data collection exercise in which villagers were asked to map where
they collected NTFPs. From this exercise, the most promising NTFPs were included,
along with bamboo weaving and livestock (incl. goats).
Out of all the communities surveyed, Ban Vangkhon is the place where
workshop participants attached greatest significance to NTFPs as far as potential for
income generation is concerned. Four out of six prioritized items are NTFPs: nyakha,
maifang, bposah bark (mulberry paper) and bamboo shoots.
Nyakha is a type of leaf used to make traditional thatched roofs for houses.
According to villagers, there is an abundance of this material in the area surrounding
Ban Vangkhon. The raw leaves can be sold for 5000 kip per bundle. If processed into
sheets, 1 bundle can sell for 9000-12 000 kip (villagers say 1 person could make up to
15 sheets per day). Occasionally, villagers sell raw leaves or processed sheets to
neighbouring communities. There is no commercial buyer at present. While this
product may have great potential due to great supply, there are uncertainties
concerning demand. Increasingly Lao people want a “modern” tiled roof, this is both
for reasons of status, and because nyakha roofs must be replaced every 3-5 years.8
Maifang is a type of bamboo used for weaving house walls. Many houses in
rural areas still have maifang walls. There is very good supply in Ban Vangkhon.
However, the same concerns as with regards to Nyakha apply here; brick (or at least
wooden) walls are seen as superior, and it is thus questionable to what extent the
product will have a viable market in the future.
The bark of the bpoh sah tree is used to make mulberry (or tapa-cloth) paper.
It is widely available in the forest surrounding Ban Nangkhon. Significantly, villagers
say that they are the only ones in the area with access to this resource. However,
there is no buyer for this product at present.
Furthermore, although not prioritized during the workshop, the option of
fishponds should be looked into. Many war-era bomb craters litter the area
surrounding Ban Vangkhon; these could be converted into fishponds fairly easily.
The results of the village workshop are summarized in the product
prioritization table (Fig. 18). Items prioritized by the community as having the
greatest potential for income generation are highlighted in grey.
8

Villagers acknowledge that it is much hotter under a tiled roof than under a nyakha roof, and also much
louder when it rains. However, they believe that the benefits of having a permanent roof (along with the status
it signified) outweighed these negative aspects.
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Bamboo
shoots

Chicken,
ducks

Pigs

Cattle

Buffalo

Item

Villagers estimate demand
could be as high as 100!
No buyer

3-4 traders come by per month
(Lao and Viet), buy 6-5 at a
time
Lao: 30 000 chicken, 60-80 000
duck
Viet will pay up to 50 000 for a
chicken, 60-80 for duck

demand outstrips supply
different traders, about 10 per
week (half Lao half Viet) Viet:
15000/kg live animal, Lao:
10000/kg live animal

Mr. Tong, Mr. Kamphan and
Mr. Gon come to buy on
average every week
they buy for between 1,5 and 4
million kip, sell in Langkhang
for 35000/kg official price (also
sold for 40 000/kg)
same procedure as for buffalo
price between 2,5 and 1 million

Demand

3

5

4

5

8

Score

Very good supply, 1
ton per year (say
would be
sustainable), all for
self consumption

439 animals, eat
70%, sell 30%
(sell 15-20 per month
on average)

56 animals, eat 50%,
sell 50%

46 animals, 90% for
sale

demand far outstrips
supply (small village)

38 animals, 90% for
sale

Supply

8

3

3

2

2

Score

Could get up to 2-3 tons if
they had a buyer (but not
sure if sustainable)

Would like to raise more
chickens especially for sale
to Vietnam

Social Aspects

Problems with diseases,
no access to credit

Technical Aspects

11

8

7

7

2.

4.

Total
Rank
Score
10
3.
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Fish,
crabs,

Nyakha

Mak dtao

No buyer

Orchids

No trader

sell the raw product at
5000/lam (bundle)
If processed into sheets
3000/sheet (1 bundle can make
3-4 sheets, i.e. 1 processed
bundle = 9-12 000 kip)

Occasional sales to nearby
villagers

4

1 person could make
up to 15 sheets per
day (depending on
available time,
season)
Limited supply,
depleting in the river,

Only village in the
area with access to
this resource (fixed
village boundaries in
agreement with
neighbours)

Have a lot, abundant
supply

4

No buyer

Used to be able to
get 2-3 tons per year,
now scarce, running
out

Very good supply,
could get between
3000-5000 lam per
year

Get 1-2 tons per
year, eat the shoots,
self consumption
only

3

3

No buyer, don’t know the price, 2
have never sold

Depending on type and quality,
could get price1000-5000/kg

No buyer, minimum price they
would sell for: 2000/lam
(bundle, roughly upper thigh
width, 5-6 m long)

Maifang

2

8

6

3

8

Would like to expand
raising fish, both for own

Does this product have a
future? Villagers
increasingly want a
“modern” tiled roof, they
acknowledge it is hotter
under a tiled roof, but
nyakha roofs have to be
redone every 3-5 years), so
preference is tield roof,
also as a status symbol

Villagers say they only eat
the shoots..!

Women and men get, can
get all year round

Many bomb craters litter
the area; these could be

Leaves used for
traditional roofing

Lack of market
information

Maifang is used to weave
walls, drying mats, the
shoots can be eaten

6

12

8

6

11

1.

5.

2.
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Traders from Xaybouatong,
Villabouli in Savannakhet come
in dry season 1-2 times per
month, sell 10 animals per year
Price: 400 – 700 000 per animal

Would sell undried at 5000/kg,
dried at 10000/kg

No buyer

Prices not competitive, e.g. a
pakao is available in Langkhang
for 25 000, but they would not
sell for under 40 000

Say demand is high in
Langkhang, price 15000 – 20
000/kg
No buyer

5

2

2

Say they are the only
village in the area
that has this resource
Have 49 animals, sell
most, but supply
limited (sell about 10
animals per year
only)

Best time in Sept.Oct, can make 30 per
month, other months
difficult
Could supply a max.
of 2 tons per year
from the forest

4 people can do (all
women!)

raise some fish in
bomb craters

2

6

1

Time constraints a serious
issue, sometimes villagers
even buy produce they
could make themselves
due to lack of time

consumption and sale in
Langkhang

Say demand far outstrips
supply, often traders come by
and villagers cannot sell
Fig. 18: Product prioritization table for Ban Vangkhon (prioritized products highlighted in grey)

Goats

Mulberry
Paper
(Bpo sah)

Bamboo
weaving

snails

Difficulty of access for
traders during rainy
season

To ensure sustainability,
would need regulation of
min. height before
cutting/collecting
(villagers suggest 30cm)

converted into fishponds
(some already have)

7

8

3

5.
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Fig. 19: House in Ban Vangkhon with Maifang walls and Nyakha roofing

Fig. 20: Bomb craters litter the area surrounding Ban Vangkhon.
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3.3 Interviews with Market Actors
3.3.1 Livestock traders
Mr. Somsay

Fig. 21: Mr Somsay

Location:

Bualapha district centre (Ban Naphanang)

Contact:

030 9176671

Trades in:

Buffalo, Cattle

Buys from:

Has a monopoly from DCO on the Nongping and Khanyou clusters,
purchases directly from villagers in communities throughout the
district, including the following HNN project target villages: Khanyou,
Sa-aang, Nya-wai, Nya-wet, Na Khanyom, Thasa-at, Nongping, also
buys in Thaplao, Ka-I, Thangbeng, Namchala (illegally)

Season:

All year round (but difficulties in access during rainy season)

Purchase price:

Cattle: 1,2 – 2,5 million kip (depending on the size of the animal)
Buffalo: 4 – 5 million kip(depending on the size of animal)

Frequency/volume:

On average, Mr. Somsay makes about 3-4 trips to villages per month,
and buys about 8 animals per month (6 cattle and 2 buffalos). In the
rainy season he purchases significantly less due to difficulty in access
and transport.

Processing:

Mr. Somsay transports the animals from the villages to his house in a
pick-up truck, and slaughters the animals himself. He cuts up the meat
and other parts (feet, liver etc.).

Sells to:

Retails himself at Bualapha market

Sales price:

35,000 kip per kg for buffalo and beef (price fixed by government)
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Additional costs:

10,000 kip tax (per animal) to the agriculture office
35,000 kip sales tax (per animal) to the finance office
30,000 kip village tax (given to village chief) for buffalo only
200,000 kip monthly fee for DCO monopoly license
fuel costs for transport
costs for veterinary inspections

Profits:

≈ 200 000 kip for a small cattle
≈ 300 000 kip for a large cattle
400 - 500 000 kip for a buffalo

Mr.Somsay says there are 2 other livestock traders (Mr. Mai and Mr. Ngong)
active in Bualapha, so altogether they bring between 20 and 30 animals to the market
per month (sometimes they go together). This is one animal every 1-2 days. Due to
difficulty in access, this number falls to around 10 per month during the rainy season.
He estimates the demand at Bualapha market for beef and buffalo at 50-60
animals per month (2 a day). In other words, demand may be more than double the
present supply. This was confirmed by people present at the market during the
interview. However, it was noted that demand also decreases significantly during the
rainy season, as less people come to the market because of difficulty of access.
As far as Mr. Somsay is aware, nobody from the outside is bringing in cattle to
cover this excess demand (due to lack of infrastructure). When meat sells out, buyers
simply have to wait until the next animal is slaughtered and meat is available again.
Regarding increasing supply from villages within the district, Mr. Somsay
believes this would be difficult. Firstly, villagers are generally reluctant to sell
livestock (it is a form of capital/insurance for the villagers); in general they sell only
when there is an urgent need (e.g. when someone is really sick and they need
medicine or to pay to got to the hospital). Secondly, diseases are a major issue in
diminishing stocks. Thirdly, Mr. Somsay notes a lack of land for grazing and villagers
reluctance to use land for livestock grazing rather than planting rice (rice deficiency).
Regarding the potential of other livestock, such as chicken and ducks, Mr.
Somsay said that demand at the Bualapha market was rather variable (again with
demand dropping in the low season due to accessibility problems), but he estimates
it to be over 200 a year (chicken and duck together). Regarding supply, he said both
chicken and ducks were difficult to source in the village, as prices demanded by
villagers were simply too high:
Chicken:

Somsay would buy for a maximum of 25 000 kip (he can sell for 28 000 – 30
000). Villagers however are unwilling to sell for under 30 000 kip.

Ducks:

He would buy for maximum 45 000 kip (he can sell for 50 000 – 60 000 kip).
However, villagers are unwilling to sell for under 60 000 kip.

Mr. Somsay also mentioned that he used to trade in orchids. He gave the
following information on this:
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Buys from:

Used to buy from villagers in communities throughout the district,
including the following HNN project target villages: Khanyu, Nyawai,
Nyawet, Nakhayom, Thasa-at, Thaplao, Ka-I (best), Namchala (best)

Season:

Between February and May

Purchase price:

average 1,500 kip per kg

Frequency/volume:

Used to make 1-2 trips per month between February and May,
collecting a total of 4-5 tons

Processing:

Mr. Somsay would transport the unprocessed orchids to Thakhek

Sells to:

A Chinese company called “Mee” in Thakhek (Mr. Somsay assumes
they exported to China)

Sales price:

average 2,500 – 3,000 per kg

Additional costs:

could not give information on taxes/duties
fuel costs for transport
costs for veterinary inspections

Mr. Somsay says the supply has decreased considerably in recent years due to
depletion. Villagers used to collect the orchids in the forest, there is no cultivation.
Mr. Somsay says he stopped trading in orchids two years ago.
Mr. Tong

Fig. 22: Mr. Tong

Location:

Ban Langkhang

Contact:

020 58804696

Trades in:

Buffalo, Cattle
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Buys from:

Has a monopoloy on the Langkhang subdistrict, including the following
HNN project target communities: Phanob, Vangkhon, Nongboua,
Nongseng, Dou, No, Vangmaneu, Thongsang; also purchases in
Khanyou, Sa-aang (illegally)

Season:

All year round (but difficulties in access during rainy season)

Purchase price:

Cattle: 800,000 – 2,5 million kip (depending on the size of the animal)
Buffalo: 2 – 5 million kip(depending on the size of animal)

Frequency/volume: On average, Mr. Tong makes 1-2 trips per week with Mr. Gon, and
purchases about 3 animals per week (10-12 per month) In the rainy
season he purchases significantly less due to difficulty in access and
transport.
Processing:

He and Mr. Gon transport the animals in a pick-up from the villages to
Langkhang for slaughtering. They cuts up the meat and other parts
(feet, liver etc.).

Sells to:

Retail at Langkhang market, occasional sales of whole animals to
traders in Gnommalath (for an average profit of 200,000 kip)

Sales price:

35,000 kip per kg for buffalo and beef (price fixed by government)

Additional costs:

10,000 kip tax (per animal) to the DAFO
20,000 kip sales tax (per animal) to the district finance office
15,000 kip sales tax to the subdistrict administration
30,000 kip village tax (given to village chief) for buffalo only
200,000 kip monthly fee for DCO monopoly license
fuel costs for transport

Profits:

≈ 150 000 kip for a small cattle
≈ 300 000 kip for a large cattle
≈ 500 000 kip for a buffalo

Mr. Tong works together with Mr. Gon (see Fig. 8). He says that they are
usually able to keep up with demand in Langkhang, and that sometimes traders from
Gnommalath even come to buy cattle from him or Mr. Gon. He says he does not see
much room for expansion in local demand within the Langkhang subdistrict. However,
he says there is high demand across the border in Vietnam, especially for pigs and
chicken. Mr. Tong says that Vietnamese are generally willing to pay higher prices for
pigs and chickens:

Pigs
Chicken

Lao traders (village price)
10,000 kip per kg (live animal
weighed)
max. 30,000 kip per animal

Viet traders (village price)
18 – 20,000 kip per kg (live
animal weighed)
40 – 50,000 kip per animal
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Mr. Tong says there are “very many” itinerant Vietnamese traders who cross
the border on footpaths and buy chicken and pigs directly (and illegally) from villagers.
He says that demand for chicken and pigs peaks during the Vietnamese New Year (Tet)
in mid-late January.
Mr. Gon and Mr. Tong are planning on setting up a trading business for
exporting pigs and chicken to Vietnam. However, there is much bureaucracy involved,
and they are unsure about competition from the illegal cross-border traders.
Mr. Sinyueang

Fig. 23: Mr. Sinyueang (left) with Mr. Vixay Boudavong (Bualapha Admin Office)

Location:

Ban Thahae (near Bualapha district centre)

Contact:

020 55074705

Trades in:

Pigs

Buys from:

Purchases directly from villagers throughout the district, including the
following HNN project target villages: Khanyou, Nongping, Na
Khanyom, Thasa-at, Nyawai (best), Sa-aang (best)

Season:

All year round (but difficulties in access during rainy season)

Purchase price:

200,000 – 1 million (depending on the size of the animal)

Frequency/volume: He says he goes to the villages about 2 times per week (on his motorbike)
and buys 1 pig at a time (≈8 pigs a month). In the rainy season access is
more difficult. Sometimes he goes with Mr. Suk from Ban Nasaboun and
Mrs Kham from Ban Buatai, all on motorbikes and they get 1 pig each.

Processing:

Mr. Sinyueang transports the animals to his house and slaughters the
animals himself. He cuts up the meat and other parts (feet, liver etc.).

Sells to:

Retails at Bualapha market or directly at his house
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Sales price:

25,000 kip per kg (price fixed by government)

Additional costs:

10,000 kip tax (per animal) to the agriculture office
7,000 kip sales tax (per animal) to the finance office
5,000 kip per animal for mandatory veterinary inspection
Fuel costs for transport

Mr Sinyueang says the best supply is from Ban Nyawai and Ban Sa-aang. A fully
grown pig from these villages can yield up to 100kg of meat. He slaughters the animal
and sells the meat at the local market in Bualapha, or at his house directly for 25,000
kip per kg. He would like to sell for more, but says the maximum price is fixed by the
DCO. Villagers in Ban Sa-aang also mentioned the maximum retail sales price for pork
was 25,000 kip per kg. However, the DCO informed that the maximum sales price was
33,000 kip per kg. This discrepancy should be followed up on.
Apart from Mr. Sinyueang, there are 2 other pig traders active in the area: Mr.
Suk from Ban Nasaboun, and Mrs. Kham from Ban Buatai. Mr. Sinyueang estimates
that altogether they bring 20-25 pigs per month into the district centre, i.e. less than
one pig per day. Demand however, is estimated to be at 1-2 pigs per day ( Mr.
Sinyueang says 40 per month). He was not aware of any outside traders bringing in
pigs to cover this excess demand.
As with cattle and buffalo, both demand and supply are lower in the rainy
season, due to difficulty of access for both traders and buyers.
Asked what other products he would be interested in trading in, he mentioned
chicken and ducks, for which he sees good demand in Bualapha. Sometimes he is able
to buy a chicken or duck in the village for 30 000 kip for self consumption. He reckons
the best places to buy from would be Ban Nyawai, Ban Say, Ban Bonsampai. However,
he thinks the village sales price is often too high, he would pay maximum 30 000 for a
chicken and maximum 70 000 for a duck.
Mr. Sinyueang’s daughter is fish trader, she buys fish from Thakhek (origin:
Thailand) and sells it at the market in Bualapha for 20,000 kip per kg. Mr. Sinyueang
did not know where or for how much she bought the fish in Thakhek, and his
daughter was not available for interview at the time.
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3.3.2 NTFP traders
Mrs. Bon

Fig. 24: Mrs. Bon

Location:

Bualapha district centre (Ban Naphanang)

Contact:

020 56189222

Trades in:

Broomgrass (dogk khaem)

Buys from:

Only from villages near the district centre, such as Ban Thahae, Ban
Nasomboun, Ban Naluang. Does not source broomgrass in any HNN
project target villages

Season:

February and March

Purchase price:

1000 kip per bundle (“lam”), fist width, 1 bundle = 1 broom

Frequency/volume: Collects up to 3 tons per year, i.e. 10 000 gam (1 gam = 0.3 kg) for 10
million kip
Processing:

Does not process; transports unprocessed bundles to Mueang
Nongbok

Sells to:

Villagers in Ban Dongboun and Ban Dongasin in Mueang Nongbok

Sales price:

1500 kip per bundle

Additional costs:

50,000 kip “export tax” per trip to the district finance office
50,000 kip sales tax to Bualapha DCO
fuel costs for transport

Profits:

≈ 4,5 million kip per season
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Mrs. Bon is a supplier for broommakers. She delivers broomgrass to Mueang
Nongbok near the Mekong river, and sells it to processors in Ban Dongbun and
Dongasin for 1500 kip per bundle. The processors in these villages then make the
brooms and sell them on to various retail outlets in Vientiane, Savannakhet and
Thakhek. A finished broom sells for about 4000-4500 kip wholesale and 5000 kip
retail.
Virtually all brooms on sale in Bualapha come from Thakhek. Thus, there is
potentially a complete loop in the value chain, i.e. locals may be buying back their
own processed broomgrass for 5x the price. Mrs. Bon acknowledged the irony of this
situation. She said she would be interested in processing the broomgrass within the
district, as this could increase her profit considerably.
For example, if Mrs. Bon could sell a finished broom for 4000-4500 kip, she
would make 1000 – 1500 kip per broom (factoring in 1000 kip to buy the dogkhaem
and 2000 kip processing costs). This would be more than double her current profit of
500 kip per bundle, and would save her the fuel costs for the round trip to Mueang
Nongbok.
However, research would be needed to assess whether demand in Bualapha
and neighbouring districts (Mahaxay and Xaybouatong) would be sufficient for local
processing to be commercially viable
Furthermore, as Mrs. Bon does not currently source any of her broomgrass in
HNN project target communities, it would be up to the project to facilitate/provide
incentives for her to cooperate with HNN project villages, i.e. by identifying reliable
supply and setting up processing groups to make the finished brooms at competitive
prices.
Mr Dtagut

Fig. 25: Mr. Dtagut holding some Khuea Haem
Note: Mr. Dtagut is the village chief of Ban Naphanang. At the time of interview, he was slightly
drunk. It is recommended to take this into consideration, and perhaps to repeat the interview when
he is sober.

Location:

Bualapha district centre (Ban Naphanang)

Contact:

020 97336420
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Trades in:

Berberine Vine (Khuea Haem), Orchids

Buys from:

Villages near the district centre and in the Khanyou and Nongping
clusters, incl. HNN project target communities

Season:

Khuea Haem: December-May
Orchids: January - June

Purchase price:

Khuea Haem: 3000 kip per kg
Orchids: 1500 kip per kg

Frequency/volume: Khuea Haem: 20 tons per year (? → see note above)
Orchids: 3-4 tons per year

Processing:

Khuea Haem: cuts up and sun-dries for 4-5 days
Orchids: does not process

Sells to:

A Chinese trader that would base himself in Bualapha every year
for a few weeks during the dry season. Said this trader worked
for a Chinese company, but did not recall the name.

Sales price:

Khuea Haem: 5000 kip per kg
Orchids: 4000 kip per kg

Additional costs:

Says taxes were due to the DCO and DAFO, but did not recall how
much
Fuel costs for transport

Mr. Dtagut is the village chief of Ban Naphanang, one of three villages that
make-up the Bualapha district centre. In recent years, he functioned as middleman
for both orchids and berberine vine (khuea haem) for a Chinese trading company. He
says that between 2008-2010 people from this company based themselves in
Bualapha for several weeks during the dry season to collect NTFPs. However, they did
not come during the 2011 dry season (hence he did not go to get khuea haem or
orchids in the villages this year). He does not remember the name of the company, or
have a phone number. He says that as they were based near his house, he would just
go and drop off the produce. He says the DCO/PAFO granted the quota and taxed the
Chinese company (see Section 3.1.4), so they should have details. However, neither
DCO nor PAFO was able to produce any documents concerning this alleged company.
DCO staff even questioned the presence of a Chinese company, saying that Mr.
Dtagut “did not remember correctly” as he was intoxicated during the time of the
interview.
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As far as Mr. Dtagut is aware, the khuea haem was brought to a factory in
Bolikhamxay to be processed into medicine for export to China. Asked about the
future potential of khuea haem, he said that supply was very good, and if there would
be a buyer he would be happy to resume his role as middleman.
Mr. Dtagut also sold orchids to the same Chinese company. He says the best
villages to get orchids are Ban Kok and Ban Ha (both not HNN target villages). He does
not know what the Chinese company did with the orchids, but reckons they also
ended up in China.
It is strongly recommended to follow up with Mr. Dtagut and the DCO
concerning this alleged Chinese company.
Mr. Jan

Fig. 26: Mr. Jan

Location:

Bualapha district centre (Ban Naphanang)

Contact:

020 58453661

Trades in:

Chinese Cardamom (Mak Naeng), Berberine Vine (Khuea Haem),
Bamboo shoots, Keesee resin, Khuea Nyaan (benzoine sap),
Mushrooms

Buys from:

Mainly from villages near the district centre, but also in the Nongping
cluster, incl. HNN project target communities Nyawet, Na Khanyom,
Nyawai, Tasa-at, Nongping

Season:

Mak Naeng: September-October
Khuea Haem: January-March
Bamboo shoots: September-October
Keesee: January-May
Khuea Nyaan: January-May
Mushrooms: July-September (rainy season)

Purchase price:

Mak Naeng: 35,000 kip per kg
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Khuea Haem: 2000 kip per kg
Bamboo shoots: 8000-10,000 kip per kg
Keesee: 1500-2000 kip per kg
Khuea Nyaan: 1000 kip per kg
Mushrooms: 15,000 kip per kg
Frequency/volume: Mak Naeng: ≈100 kg per year
Khuea Haem: 300-400 kg per year
Bamboo shoots: 20-30 kg per year
Keesee: 500 kg per year
Khuea Nyaan: 4-5 tons per year
Mushrooms: 30 kg per year
Processing:

No processing, transports to Mueang Vilabouli (Savannakhet)

Sells to:

A Vietnamese trader named Mrs. Hua in Vilabouli (Savannakhet)

Sales price:

Mak Naeng: 45,000-80,000 kip per kg
Khuea Haem: 2000 kip per kg
Bamboo shoots: 21,000 kip per kg
Keesee: 3500 kip per kg
Khuea Nyaan: 2,200 kip per kg
Mushrooms: 40,000-80,000 kip per kg

Additional costs:

Says he does not pay taxes (see below)
Fuel costs for transport

Mr. Jan is the middleman for a Vietnamese trader called Mrs. Hua. She. Several
times a year, he receives orders for NTFPs from Mrs. Hua via phone, usually according
to season and a month or two in advance. He sources the products directly with
villagers and transports them to Vilabouli, where he meets Mrs. Hua on a prearranged day.
He says he does not purchase quotas or register the goods he is taking out of
the district, as standard procedure would require (see section 3.1.4). Rather, he has
been able to stay “under the radar” by transporting the NTFPs out of the district in
small quantities using an inconspicuous tractor (“lot dtek dtek”), sometimes hidden
under sacks of rice or other items. He sells all his produce to Mrs. Hua. As far as he is
aware, Mrs. Hua takes the produce to Vietnam for further sale and processing, in
some cases (Mak Naeng) for further export to China.
Mr. Jan is completely dependent on Mrs. Hua for the prices; she tells him what
the current price is, he says he has no other source of information on prices in
Vietnam (hence he cannot explain the strong fluctuations for items like Mak Naeng or
mushrooms). He says he does not question the price fluctuations, for fear of
alienating Mrs. Hua. If Mrs. Hua would stop coming to Vilabouli, he would be out of
business.
Mr. Jan was unable to provide contact details for Mrs. Hua, saying he had “lost
her number”.
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Mr. Siengphan
Location:

Bualapha district centre (Ban Naphanang)

Contact:

020 54417300, 020 22325379

Trades in:

Berberine vine (Khuea Haem), Keesee resin

Buys from:

Ban Langkhang cluster, through a middleman named Mr. Um

Season:

January-May (dry season)

Purchase price:

Khuea Haem: 3000 kip per kg
Keesee: 2000-5000 kip per kg (depending on quality)

Frequency/volume: max. 15 tons of each per year (throughout Khammoaune province)
Processing:

No processing

Sells to:

A Vietnamese trader in Thakhek

Sales price:

Khuea Haem: 12-15,000 kip per kg
Keesee: 10-15,000 kip per kg

Additional costs:

3000 kip per kg to PAFO for quota share
Sales tax to PCIC (no number given)

Profits:

Khuea Haem: 2000-5000 kip per kg
Keesee: 2000-5000 kip per kg

Mr. Siengphan trades in khuea haem and keesee resin. He buys in districts
throughout Khammouane and sells to a Vietnamese trader who comes to Thakhek for
a few weeks during the dry season to purchase NTFPs for export to Vietnam. He did
not seem willing to give the name or contact details of the Vietnamese trader he sells
on to. First he said he did not remember, then that the name is in a document he was
unable to find. Finally, he suggested we enquire with either PAFO or PCIC.
Mr. Siengphan explained that last collecting season (2010-11) he purchased a
quota share license to collect a total of 5 tons khuea haem and 5 tons keesee resin
throughout Khammouane province. He says he paid 3000 kip per kg for both the
khuea haem and keesee resin licences, i.e. a total of 15 million kip for each (=30
million kip for both). The payments were made to the Finance Office, and the bill
presented to PAFO, upon which the licenses were granted.9
Mr. Siengphan usually sources khuea haem and keesee in Bualapha, Mahaxay
and Gnommalath districts. In Bualapha, he sources only from the Langkhang
9

However, in documents provided by PAFO (Fig. 13) Mr. Siengphan was not mentioned as having purchased
these quotas.
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subdistrict. He said this was due to the ease of road access (it is along the well paved
Route 12). He did not purchase directly from villagers in the Langkhang subdistrict,
but through a middleman named “Mr. Um” (Siengphan gave the following phone
number, but said it was probably “his old one”: 020 99405871). Mr. Siengphan does
not know from which villages Mr. Um sources the khuea haem and keesee. The
survey team was unable to contact Mr. Um. This should be followed up on.
Last season, Mr. Siengphan purchased khuea haem from Mr. Um for a price of
3000 kip per kg. The price of keesee ranged from 2000 to 5000 kip per kg (depending
on the type, quality and water content of the resin, hard dry “keesee khok” resin
being the best). He remembers purchasing about 100kg keesee from Mr. Um, but did
not recall how much khuea haem he purchased.
After collecting from Mr. Um, Mr. Siengphan presented the license to the DCO
and received a permit to export the product out of the district. A document found at
the Bualapha DCO confirmed that Mr. Siengphan had taken 650 kg of khuea haem
out of the district, and had paid 1000 kip per kg as “export duty”. No such document
was found for keesee.
After collecting khuea haem and keesee from all three districts, Mr. Siengohan
says he received clearance from PAFO before selling the product to his Vietnamese
buyer. He did not recall exactly how much khuea haem and keesee he sold to his
Vietnamese buyer last season, but he estimates it was “roughly according to the
quota”. He also confirmed that it was possible to exceed the quota given by PAFO, it
just involved an “extra payment”.
Mr. Siengphan does not process the khuea haem or keesee, but sells it directly
on to his Vietnamese buyer. He says he is able to sell the khuea haem for a price of 12
000 – 15 000 kip per kg, and the keesee for a price ranging between 10 000 and 15
000 kip per kg (again depending on the type, quality and water content). After
deducting the purchase price, license payment, sales taxes and transport costs, Mr.
Siengphan says his profit for both khuea haem and keesee is “between 2000 and
5000 kip per kg”. Presuming he does not exceed his quota of 5 tons, this would make
a total of between 10 million and 25 million per season for each.
According to Mr. Siengphan, the Vietnamese trader brings the khuea haem to
Vinh (along with khuea haem he sources from other traders in provinces like
Bolikhamxay or Savannakhet), where it is processed into powder at a factory and sold
on to China, where the powder is a key ingredient in medicine. Mr. Siengphan said he
did not know the name of the company in Vinh responsible for processing and export,
or how much the kg price was for the processed powder.
Mr. Siengphan says that demand for khuea haem from Vietnam far outstrips
the current supply. He estimates that Vietnamese demand in central Lao alone (i.e.
Savannakhet, Bolikhamxay and Khammouane) could easily be as high as 100 tons per
year. He says he would be happy to increase his sales to his Vietnamese partner if the
project could facilitate additional supply from Bualapha. His preference would be for
this supply to come from the Langkhang cluster, due to ease of access.
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Regarding keesee, Mr. Siengphan says it is also brought to a company based in
Vinh, where it becomes a key ingredient in sealing glue used to make boats
watertight and paint waterproof. He says the demand from Vietnam is very strong, as
stricter laws on forest protection make collecting keesee in Vietnam much more
difficult, thus limiting local supply. He believes there is also good demand for keesee
in Thailand, but since he did not work with Thai traders he could not give any specific
information on this.
Asked which other NTFPs are in high demand from his Vietnamese partner, Mr.
Siengphan singled out the bark of the “bong” tree (“bpueak bong” or “nyang bong”),
which is used in making aromatic oils or incense. He says he has received multiple
enquiries concerning bpueak bong, and given a reliable source, he would like to get
involved in trading this product. However, he noted that overall supply of this
resource is depleting in Laos, as the harvesting the bark is generally damaging to
bong trees, leaving them vulnerable to funghi and insects. Sustainability of supply is
thus an issue. According to the NTFP survey conducted by Mr. Joost Foppes, the
wood of the bong tree is available and used (mainly as firewood) in the target villages
of Ban Phanob and Ban Khanyou. However, there is no information on availability,
use or sale of the bark. This should be followed up on.
Mr. Siengphan also mentioned “yaang baed”, which was explained as being a
type of “pinetree sap”. This “yaang baed” is used in making varnish for wood
products (e.g. furniture) and is, according to Mr. Siengphan, in high demand in China.
Overall, he said there was a disincentive for processing of NTFP’s to take place
in Lao, as both Thailand and Vietnam placed significantly higher import duties on
processed materials (to protect their own processing industry).
When asked, Mr. Siengphan said he did not know of any other NTFP traders
operating in Thakhek, he was the only one. Presumably he is saying this to protect his
position.
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3.3.3 Shopowners/Retailers
Mr. Lueang

Fig. 27: Mr. Lueang in his store

Location: Bualapha district centre (Ban Naphanang)
Contact: 020 55372863

Mr Lueang runs a small general store on the Bualapha District centre “main
street”, selling tools, household utensils and detergents. He also sells bamboo
products such as sticky rice baskets, rice cooking baskets (huat), brooms and bamboo
tables (pakao).
At present, Mr. Lueang sources all these bamboo products outside of Bualapha
district:
Product
Sticky rice basket

Sources in

Buying Price

Retail Price

Sales Volume (dry
season)*
10 per week

Ban Sangfok,
12-13 000
15 000 – 16 000
Mueang
Xaybouatong
Bamboo table
Thakhek
20 000
25 000
1 per month
Brooms
Thakhek
4-5000
6000
10 per week
Huat (rice cooking Thakhek
4000
5000
5 per week
basket)
*Mr. Lueang says his sales decrease by almost half during the rainy season, due to difficulty in access.

Mr. Lueang would be interested in sourcing bamboo products within the
district, as this would save him transport costs (he picks up the products himself on
trips to Thakhek). He also believes the quality of bamboo products is better in
Bualapha. However, he says it is difficult to source bamboo products within the
district as villagers are generally reluctant to sell; making products for their own use
only.
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Mrs. Bpabiang

Fig. 28: Mrs. Bpabiang at her stall

Location: Ban Langkhang
Contact: 02056187844

Mrs. Bpabiang has a prominently located stall/shop at the central market in
Ban Langkhang. She sells foodstuffs, various vegetables, live chickens and sticky rice
baskets (dip kao). She sources almost all her produce from Thakhek, as she says it is
not available locally in sufficient or reliable quantity. She goes to Thakhek to pick up
produce once a week on average in her own truck. These round trips cost her about
30l gasoline. At 10100 kip per litre this equates to roughly 303,000 kip per week, or
1,2 million kip per month. She sources the following produce in Thakhek:
Item

Wholesale purchasing price in
Thakhek (year average)

Retail sales price in Langkhang
(year average)

Small dipkao
Medium dipkao
Big dipkao
Garlic
Onions
Chilli
Man Pao
Galampi
Pakgut
Tomatoes
Apples

6000 kip per piece
8000 kip per piece
12 000 kip per piece
10 000 kip per kg
5000 kip per kg
10 000 kip per kg
2 000 kip per kg
4000 kip per kg
8000 kip per kg
12 000 kip per kg
8000 kip per kg

8000 kip per piece
10 000 kip per piece
14 000 kip per piece
20 000 kip per kg
10 000 kip per kg
20 000 kip per kg
4000 kip per kg
8000 kip per kg
10 000 kip for 2 bundles
20 000 kip per kg
15 000 kip per kg

Apples, onions and tomatoes actually come from Vietnam and pass through
Langkhang on Route 12 on their way to Thakhek. The trucks do not stop in Langkhang
as the demand is not high enough.
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Mrs Bpabiang explains the high difference in purchase and sales price by the
fact that she has to factor in spoilage, which she says can be considerable. In general,
both her purchasing and sales prices are higher in the rainy season.
The only item Mrs. Bpabiang sources locally is chickens, which she gets from
the HNN target village of Ban Dou. She goes to Ban Dou on average twice a month
and buys up to 5 live chickens per time, depending on her sales volume. She buys
them at a price of 25 000 - 30 000 per live animal and sells them at a price of 35 000
to 40 000 per live animal. She says she sells about 3 chicken per week.
On average, Mrs. Bpabiang estimates her monthly sales are as follows:
Item
Average Sales Volume
Small dipkao
20
Medium dipkao
20-30
Big dipkao
15
Garlic
50kg
Onions
20kg
Chilli
100kg
Man Pao
50kg
Galampi
150kg
Pakgut
60kg
Tomatoes
70-80kg
Apples
100kg
Note: Her sales volume drops by about 20% during the rainy season.

Mrs. Bpabiang would be happy to source both her vegetables and sticky rice
baskets locally, as this would save her time and the fuel costs of the monthly trips to
Thakhek. The main problem is that supply within the Langkhang subdistrict was
limited, unstable and highly seasonal. However, she was very open to exploring the
possibility of sourcing locally.
Mr. Nah

Fig. 29: Mr. Nah (left) and Mr. Khamsay Diengsady (HNN Project NTFP Advisor)

Location: Thakhek (Km 7 south on Route 13)
Contact: 020 22326868
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Mr. Nah runs a tree and plant nursery along Route 13 about 7km south of
Thakhek city centre. He plants, nurses and sells a wide variety of ornamental plants
and small trees, including orchids.
Mr. Nah sources his orchids either from his own nursery or from Thailand
(where he gets the overwhelming majority of his orchids). He sources through a Thai
trader who brings the orchids to Thakhek via Nakhon Phanom. His purchasing price
ranges from 12,000 to 80,000 kip per plant (depending on species, size and quality).
Mr. Nah says that he sells the plants for a profit ranging from 2000 to 5000 kip per
plant. He says demand for Thai orchids is high, as they are relatively cheap and
beautiful; on average he sells at least 2 Thai orchids every day. Demand peaks during
January and February, coinciding with the Vietnamese and Chinese New Year festivals.
Last year he estimates he sold between 3000 and 4000 Thai orchids during this time.
Regarding Lao orchids, Mr. Nah said that both supply and demand for these was
very limited. There were two main reasons for this:
-

-

Lao orchids are increasingly rare, they are not often found in nature anymore, as
there has been severe over-harvesting in the last 10-15 years. Indeed, Mr. Nah said
that the Lao government officially banned the collecting of wild orchids (he did not
remember since when the ban had been in effect, but he said “at least a few years”
and advised us to enquire with PAFO). He said he was aware that illegal collecting
and sale of orchids to Vietnam was rampant in border districts such as Bualapha.
Lao orchids cannot compete with Thai orchids in terms of price. Thai orchids are
grown in well-managed large scale plantations under professional supervision from
trained personnel, fertilizers and sophisticated cross-breeding techniques are used.
Economies-of-scale and high yield density thus enable Thai orchids to be wholesaled
profitably for as little as 12,000 kip per plant. Lao orchids, by contrast, are mainly
collected in the wild, and with increasing scarcity prices have risen sharply. The Lao
orchid is a “luxury/niche product” sought after only by “connoisseurs”. Mr. Nah says
Lao orchids rarely sell for under 100,000 kip, with prices of over 300,000 kip not
uncommon. Mr. Nah says he sells a maximum of 1 or 2 Lao orchids (from his own
garden) per month, some months he does not sell any.

Mr. Nah said that there was only one orchid plantation in the Lao PDR which
produced orchids on a scale that could compete with Thai orchids. It is run by a
French company, in Vientiane province. He did not recall the name of the company,
but provided the team with the contact details of a Mr. Pascal (020 23384330), who
was involved in running the plantation. He said, however, that even this company
was having trouble competing for export markets (Singapore, China, Vietnam) with
Thailand, and were struggling financially (he says they have recently began receiving
tourists to their plantation as an extra source of revenue).
Overall, Mr. Nah does not see much potential in Lao orchids, especially in light of
competition from Thailand, increasing scarcity and the ban on collecting orchids in
the wild.
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Asked which other ornamental plants he would recommend the project look into,
Mr. Nah singled out the ornamental vine “gadon nam”. This vine may grow several
meters in height, and is in high demand by wealthy people in Thailand. He says it is
very rare and only grows in or adjacent to streams or lakes in remote areas, but that
a large high quality plant could fetch a retail price of up to 50,000 Baht in Thailand.
Vieng Thong Trading Co. Ltd

Fig. 30: Mrs. Tui at the Vieng Thong Trading Co Ltd stand

Location: Vientiane (opening retail branch in Thakhek in 2012)
Contact: 020 9999 3361, 020 5544 7882 (General Manager Mrs. Khantong Khamvilatong)
vthong@laotel.com

The Vieng Thong trading company ran a stand at the Khammouane trade fair
held during the opening festivities for the 3rd Thai-Lao Friendship Bridge just north of
Thakhek. The consultant visited the stand on 15/11/11.
Vieng Thong is a fairly large, professionally run, Vientiane-based, 100% Laoowned company that produces organic foods, cosmetics and healthcare products.
Products on offer at the stand included organic shampoos, soaps, natural deodorants,
a wide range of herbal medicines and remedies (in powder, liquid, cream and
compress/pad form), traditional herbs for Lao sauna, herbal teas and wild honey. All
products are made in Lao for 100% local Lao ingredients. Many of Vieng Thongs’
products include NTFPs.
The lady attending the stand, Mrs. Tui, was very helpful and forthcoming.
However, she was only able to give limited information about the origins and
sourcing procedure of the ingredients, as she was responsible for retail sales, and not
for procurement. Mrs. Tui said that some of the ingredients were grown by the
company itself in gardens outside Vientiane, but most NTFP ingredients were sourced
with local communities in various provinces. She named Sam Nuea, Luang Prabang,
Bokeo, Luang Nam Tha, Vientiane and Xieng Khouang provinces as places where she
knew that the company has been sourcing NTFPs. As far as she was aware, most of
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the NTFPs were sourced in Longsan cluster in Muang Saysomboun, Vientiane
Province. The orders were made seasonally, through a coordinator based in Longsan.
Usually the middleman would be responsible for deliveries, although Mrs. Tui said it
was not uncommon for villagers to send ordered items directly to Vientiane via bus.
For more information, she referred to Mrs. Khantong Khamvilaitong, the General
Manager in Vientiane who was responsible both for the composition of the products
and the sourcing of materials (see contact details above).
Mrs Tui said that the Vieng Thong company was currently preparing to set up a
retail outlet in Thakhek. This shop would open in the coming months, and would
exclusively sell products from Vieng Thong. She noted that Vieng Thong only sold
products through exclusive stores. This was because the company was very
protective of its image, and wanted to ensure that only unadulterated products from
its own production were sold in stores carrying the Vieng Thong brand name. In
similar vein, Vieng Thong products do not feature ingredient lists, the exact
composition of products are a company secret, to avoid bootlegging of produce.
It is strongly recommended to arrange a meeting with Mrs. Khantong in
Vientiane to get more information on the workings of the company and to explore
possible avenues for future cooperation between Vieng Thong company and HNN
project target communities.

Fig. 31: The survey team arriving in Ban Nongping
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4. Conclusion and Recommendations
4.1 Summary of Key Constraints
4.1.1 Public sector and socio-economic conditions
1.) Lack of infrastructure
In principle, Bualapha has a good location for trade and business. The paved Route 12
– one of the main arteries linking Lao to both Vietnam and Thailand – runs through the
district, and crosses the border to Vietnam in the Langkhang subdistrict. However, all
other roads in the district are unpaved and generally in a poor condition, and many HNN
project target villages are almost inaccessible by car or motorbike during the rainy
season. This greatly hinders the transport of produce out of target villages, making sale
of larger quantities either physically impossible or too expensive to be commercially
viable.
The Bualapha district government plans to have the road from the district centre to
Route 12 in Mahaxay paved by 2015, but admits this depends on the availability of
funding.

2.) Lack of coordination between departments
There does not seem to be an overall plan for the development of commerce and
trade in the district. There are also opportunities for optimization in the coordination
between different district departments regarding activities to promote economic
development. More than once, the consultant was referred to several departments for
one piece of information, or received conflicting information from different departments.

3.) Lack of funding and capacity
Government staff at the provincial level lack the resources and capacity to enforce
national laws, regulations and standards. This situation is aggravated at the district level.
Bookkeeping is sub-standard. For example, the Bualapha DCO was unable to provide key
information such as lists of companies/traders active in the area, or records of fees and
taxes collected.

4.) Lack of dissemination of information on laws and regulations
Some market actors complained about the complex procedures regarding taxes, fees,
permits and “extra payments” involved in doing business in Bualapha district (they did
not wish to be named).

5.) Lack of accountability and oversight
Government agencies at the district level are not used to enquiry from outside, and
at times appeared reluctant to disclose certain information or grant insight into their
operations. There is a general lack of accountability of district authorities, both to their
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supposed constituents (i.e. the general population in the district) and their superiors.
This may compromise the delivery of support services to communities.

4.1.2 Village level
1.) Lack of infrastructure and market information
Lack of infrastructure hinders communities from participating in the market in
several ways. Firstly, they are sometimes literally unable to bring their produce to the
market, as in the example of the Langkhang “thalat nad” described in Section 3.1.3.
Secondly, lack of infrastructure means lack of access for traders or greater reliability on
middlemen. This leads to higher transport costs and lower prices for primary producers.
Thirdly, lack of access hinders producers from gaining timely and accurate market
information, and thus inhibits their ability to target production to market needs.

2.) Lack of coordination and specialization in production
With the notable exception of sawmills and furniture processing factories, almost all
production within the district is household-based. There do not seem to be any producer
groups or village cooperatives. There is thus a lack of coordination and specialization
between individual growers/producers, both within and between different villages and
clusters. Economies of scale are not able to take effect, leaving local producers at a
disadvantage with regards to production costs, standardization and bargaining power.

3.) Lack of capital and technical input
Most villagers are poor, and much of the cash income they earn is spent on basic
goods and compensating for rice shortages. Communities are thus unable to accumulate
the capital needed to invest in upgrading or expanding production of goods for the
market. The same applies to processing.

4.) Lack of food security → lack of entrepreneurship
Virtually all producers are primarily subsistence farmers, many of whom struggle to
grow enough rice to feed their families. The willingness and time for making produce
aimed at the market is very limited. Villagers are reluctant to sacrifice valuable time and
resources needed to ensure food security to engage in production for the market,
especially if there is no guarantee of immediate return. People living at subsistence level
are disinclined to take the risks associated with entrepreneurship.

4.1.3 Private Sector
1.) Lack of infrastructure
Lack of infrastructure limits accessibility for traders to Bualapha in general and HNN
project target communities in particular, especially during the rainy season. Lack of
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infrastructure drives up transport costs, thus reducing the competitiveness of local
produce in the wider market.

2.) Lack of ability and incentive for processing
Local market actors (traders and producers) are unable to move up the value chain by
processing their produce. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, market actors lack
the capital to invest in necessary equipment or to train/pay processors. Secondly, the
volume of produce gathered and strength of local demand is generally not sufficient to
warrant investments in processing. Thirdly, the general reliance on buyers that prefer to
purchase raw materials limits the scope/incentive for local traders to invest in processing.
The case of broomgrass trader Mrs. Bon is a striking example of this (see Section 3.3.2).

3.) Unreliable/fluctuating supply
Traders need a certain reliability supply in order to operate. Traders already take the
entrepreneurial risks and often have to stomach the adverse effects of spoilage or price
fluctuations. They are thus understandably reluctant to enter into business relationships
with producers unable to supply a product at a reliable price, volume and frequency. This
is the case for many producers in HNN project target communities, and explains why
many market actors source their produce from outside the district, despite higher
transport costs and time considerations. See, for example, the case of Mrs. Bpabiang
(Section 3.3.2)

4.) Heavy reliance on actors further up the market chain
All abovementioned factors, coupled with a lack of market information on behalf of
some actors, leads to a high dependence of most traders on outside buyers and/or
suppliers. Outsiders are generally able to dictate prices and terms of trade. Mr. Jan’s
relationship with his Vietnamese interlocutor Mrs. Hua (see Section 3.3.2) is a striking
example of this.

In sum; while some (or perhaps even most) of the constraints listed above may
apply to a certain extent to neighbouring districts like Xaybouatong or Mahaxay, the
combination and severity of these constraints is probably unique to Bualapha. This
puts the district at a general disadvantage as a business location, weakening the
bargaining position of market actors from Bualapha in the wider market.
This dynamic is replicated and magnified on an intra-district level, as the
remoteness and relative poverty of HNN project target communities puts producers
there at an additional disadvantage compared to villages closer to the district centre.
To fundamentally change this situation, a long-term holistic approach would be
needed to sustainably remove key constraints in the areas of infrastructure, food
security, processing, capital constraints and economies of scale – at both the district
and target community level. Given its limited scope and duration, the HNN project
cannot possibly be expected to do this. Therefore, the project should be realistic in its
goals, and focus key target interventions on areas/market chains where timely return
on inputs seems most likely.
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The following section outlines general recommendations for the implementation
of income generation activities, and proposes some target interventions for the
project to consider implementing for the 5 HNN project target communities surveyed
during the consultancy. Needless to say, these recommendations are preliminary,
and reflect the consultants best judgement based on the partial and incomplete
picture he was able to obtain during this short-term consultancy. As noted in the
introduction, this report represents but a tentative first step in the implementation of
income generation in the HNN project area, and needs to be followed up by further
research, analysis and evaluation.

4.2 General Recommendations
As noted, the consultant takes a market-based, demand-driven approach to rural
income generation. The main goal in this approach is to ensure sustainability beyond
the conclusion of any project through the building of independent, mutually
beneficial market linkages between different market actors. To increase the chances
of achieving this, the consultant recommends the implementing project keep in mind
the following:
1.) Projects should work with market actors from the very beginning.
“Planning a market” is an oxymoron. Markets do not develop through planning from
the outside; they develop based on the needs and opportunities of local actors. Thus, the
project should to be attentive to the local situation; to listen and learn from local people
and be flexible and responsive in implementation. Project staff should also be prepared
to accept that success or failure of income generation activities will depend just as much
on the market actors involved as on the project itself. Selecting suitable market actors as
partners is thus just as important as selecting suitable products.

2.) Projects should not take on a role as market actor themselves.
It is often tempting for projects to become market actors themselves, by acting as
processors, middlemen or retailers. This may create relatively quick and easy benefits for
target communities, for example if transport issues are “solved” by project vehicles
delivering the produce to the market. However, such well-meaning interventions may do
more damage than good in the long term. Development projects are generally limited to
a specific timeframe, and a market chain in which the project provides a key linkage is
likely to collapse as soon as the project pulls out. Furthermore, direct participation by
projects may distort value chains as the costs of providing linkages can be covered by
project budgets, and thus does not factor into the consumer price. This creates unfair
competition and may actually weaken the real market actors on whom sustainable
income generation depends.

3.) It is not always necessary for projects to intervene at the village/producer
level to create income generation opportunities for target beneficiaries.
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The key to achieving sustainable rural income generation lies in creating a situation
where all market actors involved benefit from enhanced cooperation, and are thus active
stakeholders. A product may pass through many hands until it reaches the final
consumer. There may be constraints and bottlenecks at any point along the way. Taking
a holistic approach to identifying where constraints exist will help to find more suitable
target interventions. For example, a trader that cannot process or store a product will
receive a lower price, and therefore pay producers less. Building the capacity of such a
trader in the areas of processing or storage may thus lead to increased benefits for
primary producers. In general, traders and middlemen should be valued, as they are the
ones taking the entrepreneurial risk, and the ones providing the key linkage between
remote communities and the market. Don’t be afraid to let traders and middlemen profit!

4.) Projects should seek to actively involve market actors in target interventions.
Just as market actors should stand to profit from enhanced market linkages, they can
also be expected to invest in strengthening the market linkage. Involving market actors
in the identification, planning and execution of target interventions has two main
advantages:
a.) It will help “weed out” those market actors that lack commitment; a market
actor not willing to participate in improving a market chain should be treated
with caution.
b.) Market actors know best where bottlenecks and constraints lie, and thus
where to target capacity-building interventions. For example, a trader may be
aware that the product (s)he sources in a certain community is lacking in
quality, and that (s)he would achieve a higher price if the quality were
improved. Why should this trader not contribute to providing the input (e.g.
training, better seedlings etc.) necessary to improve the quality?
Note: the extent of involvement will of course depend on the capacity of the market actor (i.e.
more can be expected of a big company than of a single itinerant trader). However, the general rule
should be; market actors that stand to profit can be expected to be contribute to target interventions.

5.) Projects should be patient and willing to “fall forward”.
Involving market actors in the selection, planning and execution of target
interventions may mean that disagreements arise between different market actors. It is
tempting for projects to seek to avoid these by implementing all target interventions
themselves. While this may allow for smooth sailing early on, suppressed issues are likely
to resurface later, and may be much more difficult to resolve once the project has ended
and money, time and resources have already been invested. In the long run, it is better
to have conflicts or difficulties arise early on, while the project is still there to act as an
honest, impartial broker.
Of course, there is a fine line between providing space for disagreement and
jeopardizing the goodwill of market actors, and sound judgement is needed. The general
attitude, however, should be: disagreements, when allowed to surface early and handled
properly, are opportunities to identify threats and weaknesses.
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Fig. 32: Sample value chain diagram, indicating suggested scope of target interventions: The market
actors are in red (the project should not seek to take on any of these roles). Areas where the project
may implement target interventions are in green.

Socio-economic Framework:
(e.g. laws, taxes, corruption, ethnic relations)
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4.3 Possible Next Steps
In the consultants’ experience, it takes at least one year (i.e. one full seasonal
cycle) for target interventions to yield first results. Further market surveys and
analyses need to be conducted, market actors identified, stakeholder meetings held,
and target interventions identified planned, executed and evaluated.
The HNN project is scheduled to conclude in October 2013. Thus, it is strongly
recommended that any income generation target interventions be initiated in a
timely manner, i.e. during the dry season 2011-12.
4.3.1 Outstanding Activities
Interviews with market actors
Firstly, it is recommended that the project follow up on leads that could not be
further pursued during the present consultancy due to time constraints. These
include locating and interviewing the following market actors:
1.) Traders identified by PAFO as having purchased quota shares for NTFPs during 201011 (see Fig. 14):
Mr. Ngon Olisanyavong (Furniture Factory)
Mr. Thammasone Phanalaat (broomgrass trader)
Mr. Ladawan Bolibun (broomgrass trader)
Mr. Somneuk Pamisok (broomgrass trader)
Dr. Phukong Chomala (Vientiane Nr. 3 Medicine Factory)
Mr. Ming Ming Muong (Khuea Haem Processing Factory)
Mr. Bounjai Sayason (NTFP/Khuea Haem trader)

According to PAFO staff, contact details for these persons/companies can be
obtained from PCIC. In addition, it is recommended to locate/interview the following
persons:
2.) Mrs. Khantong Khamvilatong (General Manager of the Vieng Thong trading company),
contact: 020 9999 3361, 020 5544 7882, vthong@laotel.com
3.) Mr. Um (middleman for keesee and khuea haem in the Langkhang subdistrict),
contact: 020 99405871
4.) Mr. No (NTFP trader in Gnommalath, no contact details, enquire with DCO)

Consultation with Khammouane Development Project
The second phase of the Khammouane Development Project (KDP) is currently
being launched. This project is funded by the World Bank and is scheduled to run
until September 2013. According to Bualapha district staff, the project aims at
reducing poverty and enhancing food security throughout the province, through
technical input and micro-credit schemes aimed at boosting rice production and
livestock raising. As far as district staff was aware, none of the HNN project target
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communities will be targeted by the KDP.10 Nevertheless, Bualapha district staff have
recommended that HNN project target interventions focus on income generation
opportunities in the areas of fish, vegetables and NTFPs and cash crops, as KDP will
focus chiefly on livestock and rice production.
It is recommended to double-check with KDP representatives on this, and to
hold general discussions in order to coordinate activities and avoid doubling-up of
efforts or competition.
“Income Generation Roundtable” at the district level
It is recommended to explore the possibility of holding a “Income Generation
Roundtable” at the Bualapha district level, in order to provide different departments
with an opportunity to exchange ideas on how to better coordinate and streamline
efforts aimed at poverty reduction and market development, specifically with regard
to the district agencies role in implementing HNN project target interventions.
Participants should include representatives from DAFO, DCO, Bualapha LWU,
Administration (Governor’s Office), village chiefs of communities targeted for income
generation activities, relevant cluster chiefs as well as relevant local market actors
(traders, shopowners).
Further village workshops
It is also recommended that village workshops and product prioritization be
conducted in additional HNN project target communities, in order to identify further
products with potential for income generation, as well as to identify further market
actors and key constraints in supply. Conducting workshops in additional villages will
also allow for better comparison, and will help the project streamline and harmonize
target interventions (e.g. by exploring possibilities for inter-village cooperatives and
reducing the risk of competition).
4.3.2 Village-specific Recommendations
Ban Nongping
Prioritized Products/Activities: Buffalo, Bamboo Weaving, Pigs, Bamboo shoots, Cattle

It is recommended to explore the possibility of combining bamboo weaving
with the envisioned tourism activities in Ban Nongping. In close consultation with
the HNN project tourism advisor and the implementing private sector entity (Green
Discovery) the possibility of organizing a “bamboo souvenir producer group” should
be discussed with the community. A range of 2-3 small, easy-to-make bamboo
products suitable as souvenirs for tourists could be developed and produced by this
10

According to Mr. Duongda Niykhanom (Langkhang subdistrict chief), KDP will be active in 4 communities in
the Langkhang subdistrict: Ban Phon, Ban Thongkham, Ban That and Ban Najad). All these villages are located
along Route 12 and are not HNN project target communities. District staff were not able to give information on
other KDP target communities, except for saying that clusters in the vicinity of the HNN NPA will not be
covered by KDP.
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group. These could be sold to tourists on an individual basis, or integrated into the
package tour price as a “village gift”. This means that the cost of the bamboo product
would be integrated into the tour package (without the tourists knowledge), and
then presented to the tourist before departure (e.g. during the final baasi, if there is
one). This option has the advantage of providing one guaranteed sale per visiting
tourist, while leaving open the option for additional individual purchases.
Opportunities:
- relatively large number of people (17, 2 women) able to weave
- prospect of a relatively stable, long-term customer base
- ideal timing in the production of handicrafts (villagers say they have the most time
for bamboo weaving in September/October, i.e. just before the tourist high season)
Constraints:
- comparatively high price demanded by producers in Nongping (although tourists are
generally willing to pay more than locals, and price could be integrated into package,
see above)
- possible time constraints for producers if volume of tourists visits is high
- possible need for capacity building in the design of products catering to the tourist
market
Note: As Ban Nongping is already a focus village for tourism-related target interventions, it is
recommended to prioritize other communities for income generation activities.

Ban Khanyou
Prioritized Products/Activities: Corn, Buffalo, Cattle, Chickens/Ducks, Pigs, Bamboo Weaving,
Rice, Bamboo shoots

It is recommended to explore the possibility of setting up a bamboo weaving
cooperative bringing together bamboo weavers from Ban Khanyou and Ban Sa-aang.
Market demand for locally produced bamboo products (especially sticky rice baskets)
has been identified in Bualapha, and working in a cooperative may allow villagers in
Ban Khanyou and Ban Sa-aang to produce a sufficient volume for sale to be
commercially viable. This option should be explored in close cooperation with market
actors, such as Mrs. Bpabiang (Ban Langkhang) and Mr. Lueang (Bualapha) and others.
Opportunities:
- competitive prices of bamboo products
- local demand in both Bualapha and Langkhang
- willingness to form a cooperative with producers in Ban Sa-aang
Constraints:
- possible time constraints
- cooperation of market actors needs to be secured first
- possible technical inputs for expanded production not yet identified
- possible delivery issues due to lack of infrastructure
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Furthermore, the market potential of corn should be further explored, as this item
is in good supply in Ban Khanyou (and could be increased). Suitable market actors
should be identified and involved in exploring this option.
As noted, implementation of any target interventions in Ban Khanyou should
be preceded by an analysis of the likely impact of the intervention on different wealth
groups within the communities. Wealth differences are already pronounced in Ban
Khanyou, and the project should seek to avoid exacerbating these.
Ban Sa-aang
Prioritized Products/Activities: Pigs, Chicken/Ducks, Cattle, Buffalo, Bamboo Weaving, Rice

It is recommended to explore the possibility of setting up a bamboo weaving
cooperative bringing together bamboo weavers from Ban Sa-aang and Ban Khanyou.
Market demand for locally produced bamboo products (especially sticky rice baskets)
has been identified in Bualapha, and working in a cooperative may allow villagers in
Ban Khanyou and Ban Sa-aang to produce a sufficient volume for sale to be
commercially viable. This option should be explored in close cooperation with market
actors, such as Mrs. Bpabiang (Ban Langkhang) and Mr. Lueang (Bualapha) and others.
Opportunities:
- competitive prices of bamboo products
- local demand in both Bualapha and Langkhang
- willingness to form a cooperative with producers in Ban Khanyou
Constraints:
- possible time constraints
- cooperation of market actors needs to be secured first
- possible delivery issues due to lack of infrastructure

It is also recommended to explore options for expanding pig raising activities in
Ban Sa-aang. There is high demand for pigs at the weekly “thalat nad” in the nearby
village of Bpaakpanang, as well as in the Bualapha district centre and from Vietnam.
Traders such as Mr. Sinyueang have commented on the good quality of pork from
pigs sourced in Ban Sa-aang. This should be built upon. Villagers have identified lack
of credit as a key constraint limiting the expansion of pig-raising activities. Perhaps a
village-level micro-credit scheme would be an option. Alternatively, the potential for
a pig-raising cooperative involving other villages in the area (such as Ban Nyawai)
could be explored.
Opportunities:
- high quality of pork from Ban Sa-aang
- good demand from local area and Bualapha district centre
- possibility of a cooperative with Ban Nyawai
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Constraints:
- lack of capital to expand pig raising
- transport issues due to lack of infrastructure

Ban Phanob
Prioritized Products: Mak Dtao, Vegetable Gardens, Cattle, Buffalo, Chicken/Ducks, Pigs

It is recommended to conduct further research into the market demand for
mak dtao fruits, as this product is in ample supply in the village and could become an
important source of income if a buyer is found. It is suggested to begin market
research in Thakhek, and perhaps across the border in Nakhon Phanom, as demand
in Thailand for mak dtao is assumed to be high. Suitable persons willing to be
involved in building a market chain linking Ban Phanob and exporters in Thakhek
should be identified.
Opportunities:
- very good supply
- high demand in Thailand
Constraints:
- no buyer/market linkage
- no market information
- transport difficulties (especially in rainy season)

Furthermore, it is recommended to further explore the possibility of setting up a
vegetable garden cooperative in the village. At present vegetable production in Ban
Phanob is household based-only. Yet the community is very interested in upscaling
production, and there is demand for a reliable supply of vegetables from the market
in nearby Ban Langkhang (see interview with Mrs. Bpabiang). Forming a cooperative
in the village may allow growers to produce commercially viable quantities of
vegetables and supply vendors in Ban Langkhang. This should be discussed with the
community in close consultation with relevant market actors in Ban Langkhang.
Research into the necessary technical input and a possible micro-credit scheme to
provide start-up capital should be conducted.
Opportunities:
- strong community interest in pursuing this activity
- good demand potential in nearby Langkhang
Constraints
- lack of capital
- further research into technical input needed
- seasonality of produce
- lack of infrastructure
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Research and target interventions aimed at fighting livestock diseases from
disease should also be considered, as demand for buffalo, cattle, chicken and pigs far
outweighs current supply.
In addition, the option of constructing a small bridge over the Nam Ngo river
should be explored. Lack of access, both for traders to the village and villages to
nearby markets, is a key factor inhibiting income generation in Ban Phanob,
especially during the rainy season. Construction of a bridge would provide a long-tem
solution to this problem.
Ban Vangkhon
Prioritized Products: Nyakha, Maifang, Mak Dtao, Buffalo, Chicken/Ducks, Mulberry Paper
(Bposah) + Fishponds

It is recommended that further market research be conducted concerning the
commercial viability of NTFPs such as nyakha, maifang and bposah bark. Supply is
very good in Ban Vangkhon, but to date villagers have no commercial buyers for
these products. Too little is known about the market potential of these products.
Demand for chicken and ducks from across the border in Vietnam is high, and
Vietnamese traders are willing to pay good prices for chicken. At present, lack of
capital and diseases are limiting the supply of chicken and ducks in Ban Vangkhon.
The possibility of expanding chicken and duck raising through veterinary care and the
provision of micro-credit should be explored.
Should a market chain for mak dtao fruits be established, the possibility of
linking Ban Vangkhon and Ban Phanob in a producer cooperative could be discussed
with relevant market actors and villagers in both communities.
Finally, the option of expanding fishponds in Vangkhon should be explored.
The many war-era bomb craters in and around the village could be converted into
fishponds. A cooperative could be formed to supply the local market in Ban
Langkhang (and perhaps Bualapha district centre). The Ban Langkhang subdistrict
administration has recommended strongly that this option be investigated.
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5. Appendix
5.1 Example of a visualized market chain
(adapted from http://saduproject.org/files/approach/manuals/Manual_AEDP_English.pdf)
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5.2 Product Prioritization Checklist

PRODUCT PRIORITIZATION CHECKLIST
! Market (Demand)
o How much can you sell?
" Kg/Tons etc. every year/season/month/week
o How much do you make in total?
" kip per item/sale/season/year
o How do you see the trend?
" Has it been getting better/worse? Why?
" Do you think it will get better/worse? Why?
o How many other villages are selling this product?
! Resources (Supply)
o How much is harvested/collected per year?
o How often can harvesting/collection happen?
" Time
" Depletion
" Environment
o Can the product be planted rather than collected?
o How long does it take from (re)planting to first harvest?
o Which other villages supply the product?
! Social Aspects
o Which families are most involved in this product?
" Well-off, medium, poor, very poor
o Who does what? Men, Women, Children
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" Labour intensity, time spent at the various stages
o Social relations with traders
" Relatives?
o Government rules, laws, taxes
• What type are there?
• How are they enforced?
! Technical Aspects
o Storage options
o Transport Options
" Costs of transport
o Communication Options
o Tools/Machines that would save time for collecting, processing,
harvesting etc.
o Do you have money to invest?
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5.3 Value Chain Checklist

VALUE CHAIN CHECKLIST

PRODUCERS/COLLECTORS
! How do you collect/harvest the product?
o Hard work?
o Men or Women or Children?
o What time, season?
! In what condition/at what stage do you sell the product?
o Processed or raw material?
" If processed, how?
! How do you sell the product?

o Collection point, trader comes to village, you go to the market?
"
"

If market, which market?
If combination of these, how many percent?

o Do you lose any produce before selling (spoilage?)
"

If yes, how much? Why?

TRADERS
! Who do you sell the product to?
o Name, Village, Phone Number?
o Are there several buyers?
o Do the buyers order in advance?
"
"

If yes, had problems with trader not picking up ordered produce? Why?
If yes, had problems with fulfilling order? Why?

o Do the buyers get the product from other villages too, or only from your
village?
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"

If yes, do you know which other villages?

o How often do you sell to them?
"
"

If multiple buyers, to whom more often, why?
Would the buyers like to buy more often?
• If yes, could you supply more? Why not?

o More info about the trader:
" Relatives? Ethnicity? Personal Relations?

! For how much did you sell the product this/last year? (cross check Joost numbers)
o Are you happy with the price?
" Why? Why not?
o Does the buyer pay in advance?

PROCESSORS
! What happens to the product after they sell it?
o Where does it go?
o Further processing?
" If yes how and by whom?
" If yes, why can’t you do it in the village?
o If it is sold again, for how much?
" Separate sold again processed from sold again unprocessed
o Is it processed?
" If yes, how and by whom?
RETAILERS/CONSUMERS
! Who is the final consumer of the product?
o Do they know anything about the final consumer?
o How many “hands” has it passed through by the time it reaches the final
consumer?
" Get an estimate in any case
o In what state is the product at final consumption? (further processing)
! Anything else you know about the market chain?
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5.4 PCIC List of Key Exports from Khammouane Province to Vietnam and
Thailand (2009 – October 2011)
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5.5 List of 2010-11 Khammouane PAFO quotas for selected NTFPs (including
persons/companies quota shares)
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PRODUCT

→
WHAT DO YOU DO?
(Processing, Transport)

→

Location:……………………………………………………

Market Actor Sheet

WHO DO YOU BUY FROM?
(Name, Price, Phone Number)

→

Name:………………………………………

5.6 Market Actor Sheet

→
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WHO DO YOU SELL TO?
(Name,
Price,
Phone
Number)

→

Phone Number:………………………………….

Product

Buying Time
(month)

Area to buy
from

Name: ……………………………………………..

5.7 Product Potential Sheet

Minimum
Quantity per
Purchase

Maximum
Price

Quality

Location:……………………………

Packaging or
Processing

Maximum
Number of
Collection
Points

Other
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Phone Number:………………………………..
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